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It’s not about Alvin Toffler’s
futuristic classic “Third

Wave”, but the Government’s
fear of the return of the Covid
scourge after the ongoing sec-
ond wave finally subsides.

If coronavirus continue to
evolve further, India will not be
spared from a third wave of the
pandemic which has presently
swept nations like Canada,
France and Italy, the
Government on Wednesday
said, flagging a frightening
future at a time when India is
already reeling under the sec-
ond wave of Covid-19.

However, the Government
has no clue when it will hap-
pen. “A phase three is
inevitable, given the higher
levels of circulating virus but it
is not clear on what time scale
this phase three will occur. We
should prepare for new waves,”
Principal Scientific Adviser to
the Centre K Vijay Raghavan
said while asserting that “vac-
cines are effective against cur-
rent variants”.

Talking to reporters at a
Press conference here, he said
the country has to be prepared
for the new variants that will
also arise all over the world but
variants that increase the trans-
mission will likely to plateau.
His comments come amidst
WHO observation in a report
that India accounted for 46 per
cent of global cases and a quar-
ter of global deaths reported in
the past week.  

The Government has vir-

tually rejected suggestion for a
nationwide lockdown to reign
in the Covid-19 pandemic, but
it could learn from the experi-
ence of those countries effec-
tively dealing with the third
wave.

For instance, Germany
after reopening schools in late
February and allowing hair-
dressers and some shops to
resume business in March,
extended its partial lockdown
which ended on April 18 as the
country faced a record surge in
cases with most of those being
infected were in the 15 to 49
age group, much younger than
those in the first two waves.

Similarly, hit by the third
wave, France went for a third
national lockdown in early
April to check the Covid surge
that threatened to overwhelm
the country’s hospitals. All
schools and non-essential
shops were shut till the end of
April and a curfew imposed
from 7 pm to 6 am.

Ditto with Italy which,
according to the World Health
Organisation, has recorded
3,809,193 confirmed cases of
Covid-19 with 115,557 deaths
between January 3, 2020, and
April 15, 2021 in course of the
third wave.

Poland and Canada are

among a few other countries
that have imposed the nation-
wide Covid-19 lockdown to
deal with the third wave.

On variants of the coron-
avirus, Vijayraghvan said,
“Variants are transmitted the
same as the original strain. It
doesn’t have the properties of
new kinds of transmission. It
infects humans in a manner
that makes it more transmissi-
ble as it gains entry, makes
more copies, and goes on,
same as the original.”

However, he did not rule
out the need to update the
Covid-19 vaccine to deal with
the new strain that has spiked
the infection in the country.
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The Centre and health
experts may have been ask-

ing States and Union territories
to increase the number of RT-
PCR tests to at least 70 per cent
of all Covid-19 tests being
conducted, the Indian Council
of Medical Research (ICMR),
in its new testing guideline
issued on Tuesday, has talked
about reducing such tests to
take the load off the existing
2,506 laboratories.

As per the ICMR guide-
lines, no test has to be con-
ducted  if an  individual has
tested positive by rapid antigen
test, or by RT-PCR tests or has
tested positive once by RT-PCR
test or if a person has com-
pleted 10 days home isolation
period with no fever for the last
three days. 

Also at the time of hospi-
tal discharge, no RT-PCR test
will be required.

The revised guidelines
came after the ICMR scientists
found that with a sudden spike
in the number of RT-PCR
tests, the laboratories, which
during normal times at a
national level, can test close to
15 lakh tests, were overbur-
dened. 

It is taking over 72 hours to
process one RT-PCR test now,
noted the ICMR. The problem
has been compounded because
lab staff are also testing positive
and going off duty.

The ICMR said, “At pre-

sent, the laboratories are facing
challenges to meet the expect-
ed testing target due to extra-
ordinary case load and staff get-
ting infected with Covid-19. In
view of this situation, it is
imperative to optimise the RT-
PCR testing and simultane-
ously increase the access and
availability of testing to all cit-
izens of the country.”

To help the exhausted labs,
the ICMR is now suggesting
Rapid Antigen Test (RAT) for
mass detection. It said the RAT
should be allowed in
Government and private
healthcare facilities across the

country in cities, towns,
schools, colleges, and commu-
nity centres. The ICMR also
suggested creating drive-
through RAT facilities.

Individuals with symptoms
identified negative by rapid
antigen testing should be linked
with RT-PCR test facility,
should go for the test, said the
ICMR while making it manda-
tory to enter the information of
vaccination status in the testing
form for RAT or RT-PCR. 

“This information is of
critical importance,” the ICMR
said. This comes in the wake of
people testing positive after one
or both doses of the vaccines.
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Venkitaram Kalyanam, who
was personal secretary to

Mahatma Gandhi passed away
in Chennai on Tuesday. He was
99. Kalyanam was the lone sur-
viving member of the
Mahatma’s team of personal
staff.

Malini Kalyanam, his
daughter told The Pioneer that
her father was suffering from
age-related issues but was con-
scious of what was happening
around.

Kalyanam had joined
Gandhi’s ashram as a volunteer
in 1942 and later rose to
become his personal secretary
following the demise of
Mahadev Desai, considered to
be Man Friday to the Father of
the Nation.

He was standing just
behind the Mahatma when
Nathuram Godse fired the
shots at the former in the fate-
ful evening of January 30,1948.
“The death was instant.
Gandhiji died within seconds
of the first bullet piercing his
heart. He did not utter a single
word and fell into the hands of
his two nieces Manu and
Abha,” Kalyanam had told The

Pioneer in an interview in
2018.

He said all talks about
Gandhi reciting “Hey Ram”
and asking for Ganga Jal were
nonsense. “The death was
instantaneous. There was no
time to say even “Oh” because
the death happened the
moment the bullet hit his
heart,” said Kalyanam.

It was Kalyanam who
drafted and typed important
documents like Gandhi’s will as
well as Bapu’s  last note to
Jawaharlal Nehru and Sardar
Vallabhbhai Patel about the

need to disband the Indian
National Congress.

In the 2018 interview to
this correspondent , Kalyanam
said Gandhiji was disheart-
ened and disillusioned within
months after the
Independence. “He told me
many times that he has neither
any part nor any say in many
strange things that were going
on in this country even after
the British had left, I am no
longer the current coin I fan-
cied I once was,” Gandhiji had
told Kalyanam weeks before he
was shot dead.

“The Congress was
launched to agitate for Indian
independence. It had no other
missions. The party could
mobilise the countrymen and
draw the support of the whole
country only because of the
cause for which it was fighting.
Once the country became free
from the colonial rule, the
purpose of Congress was over.
What Gandhi asked the lead-
ers was to disband the organi-
sation and set up a Lok Sevak
Samithi towards working for
the welfare of the whole coun-
trymen,” Kalyanam told this
writer.

Kalyanam had accompa-
nied the Mahatma during his
peace mission to Bengal where
the Muslims were on a killing
spree following the diktat from
HS Suhrawardy, the then Prime
Minister of Bengal to get the
region free of Hindus. “The
Father of the Nation was con-
soling and comforting the vic-
tims who lost everything in the
communal holocaust while
India was celebrating its
Independence,” said Kalyanam
who was with Gandhi on
Noakhali at the time of parti-
tion.

Continued on Page 2
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Nepal’s embattled Prime
Minister KP Sharma Oli-

led Government on
Wednesday lost majority sup-
port in the House of
Representatives after the CPN
(Maoist Centre) led by
Pushpakamal Dahal
“Prachanda” officially with-
drew support to it.

The party submitted a let-
ter to this effect to the
Parliament Secretariat, inform-
ing about its decision to with-
draw support to the govern-
ment, according to a senior
leader of the party, Ganesh
Shah. Chief Whip of the Maoist
Centre Dev Gurung handed
over the letter to officials at the
Parliament Secretariat, he said.

After handing over the let-
ter Gurung told the media per-
sons that the party decided to
withdraw support from the Oli
Government as the Govern-
ment had breached the
Constitution and the Govern-
ment’s recent activities have
posed threat to democratic
procedures and national sov-
ereignty. Detailed report on P8
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In a huge embarrassment to
the Centre, the Supreme

Court on Wednesday said Shiv
Sena-led Brihanmumbai
Municipal Corporation (BMC)
is skillfully handling the pan-
demic situation and oxygen
supply in Mumbai and the
officials from the Centre and
Delhi Government should hold
a meeting with BMC
Commissioner Iqbal Singh
Chahal to adopt similar mea-
sures in Delhi.

Insisting that the Central
Government must supply pre-
scribed 700 MT oxygen to
Delhi, the Supreme Court
stayed the Contempt of Court

proceedings of Delhi High
Court against Centre for not
supplying enough oxygen. The
Bench comprising Justices DY
Chandrachud and MR Shah
said there is no point of haul-
ing officers now and asked the
Centre to come with a tabulat-
ed plan to supply 700 MT per
day and also plan for buffer
stocks of oxygen in Delhi. 

Continued on Page 2
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India recorded a new single-
day high as the country saw

4,12,373 new cases during the
last 24 hours with the coron-

avirus taking firm grip on
southern India even as
Maharashtra on Wednesday
logged record 920 deaths and
57,640 new cases.

Southern India is hard hit
by Covid-19 surge as Karnataka
showed it was fast catching up
with Maharashtra, recording
50,112 new cases and 346
deaths.

In terms of the number of
cases, Kerala too saw an explo-
sion, recording 41,953 cases,
but the fatalaities rate was rel-
atively low with 58 deaths dur-
ing the last 24 hours.

Both Tamil Nadu (23,310)
and Andhra Pradesh (22,204
cases) saw a massive rise in the
number of cases.

A day after Maharashtra
recorded 891 deaths and new
51,880 new cases, the daily
deaths shot up by 29, while the
daily infections went up by
5,760. With 920 new deaths,
the total number of deaths in
the State climbed from 71,742
to 72,662. 

Continued on Page 2
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Oxygen shortage and fire in
hospital have killed hun-

dreds of hapless Covid-19
patients, who may have sur-
vived otherwise. Over five
dozen people died in fire inci-
dents in several parts of the
country, while the number of
those who perished due to
shortage of oxygen would be
many times more.

In some cases, when the
hospital ran out of oxygen, the
doctors fled to safety, leaving

the patients to die a slow and
painful death.

On Wednesday, seven peo-
ple reportedly died in
Kalaburagi and
Belagavi in
Karnataka and
five in Roorkee
in Uttarakhand
due to shortage
of oxygen.  

Similarly, three died in an
explosion at an oxygen plant in
Chinhat on the outskirts of
Lucknow. Among the dead,
two were employees and one
was a customer who had come
to get the refill. In another case
in Delhi, 26 Covid patients
were rescued after a fire broke
out in the nursing home.

Alarmed over the increas-
ing cases of fire incidents claim-

ing several lives in the past two-
three months, the Ministry of
Home Affairs on Wednesday
issued directions to the State

Government to put
in place a plan of
action, to ensure that
no fire incident
occurs in any of the
health facilities (par-

ticularly Covid-19 dedicated
facilities) both in the
Government and private sector.  

In Uttarakhand’s Roorkee
district, five Covid-19 patients,
including a woman, died at a
private hospital allegedly due to
disruption in oxygen supply to
the facility for around 30 min-
utes.  

The incident occurred in
the early hours of Wednesday
when oxygen supply to the
hospital remained disrupted
between 1.30 and 2 am. 

One of the deceased was on
ventilator support while four
others were on oxygen beds. 

Continued on Page 2
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Guwahati: Amid continuing
uncertainty over who would be
the next Assam Chief Minister,
a top leader of the ruling BJP on
Wednesday said that the
Government formation process
would take a couple of days as
the Central leadership, includ-
ing party president JP Nadda are
busy in dealing with the post-
poll violence in West Bengal.

The senior Bharatiya Janata
Party leader said the central
leadership, including Nadda,
Union Agriculture Minister
Narendra Singh Tomar and
BJP’s national Vice-President
Baijayant Jay Panda, are expect-
ed in Guwahati soon to decide
the leader of the legislature
party who will become the next
Chief Minister.

Some newly-elected MLAs
since Tuesday separately met
both Chief Minister Sarbananda
Sonowal and Finance and
Health Minister Himanta Biswa
Sarma, who has emerged as a
contender for the top post.

The BJP, before the three-
phase Assam Assembly election,
did not project any one as the
Chief Ministerial candidate and
instead, said that the matter
would be finalised by the party’s

parliamentary board after the
elections. The ruling BJP-led
alliance, which returned to
power in Assam for the second
consecutive term, secured 11
seats less than the 2016
Assembly polls.

The BJP, the dominant part-
ner of the National Democratic
Alliance (NDA), bagged 60
seats, similar to what it got five
years ago. The NDA or the
“Mitrajot” went on to finally win
75 seats in the 126-member
Assembly.

BJP’s old ally Asom Gana
Parishad (AGP) won nine seats
against 14 seats that it won last
time while its new partner,
United People’s Party Liberal
(UPPL) won six seats as the
Bodoland-based party made its
Assembly election debut.

In the opposition, the
Congress, which governed
Assam for 15 years (2001-2016),
managed 29 seats, three seats
more than the last elections,
when the party lost Assam to
the BJP. Other partners of the
Congress-led “Mahajot” (grand
alliance) - the All India United
Democratic Front (AIUDF)
won 16 seats up from 13 last
time, Bodoland Peoples Front

(BPF) got four seats against 12
seats in previous polls and the
Communist Party of India-
Marxist won just one seat.

Raijor Dal President and
jailed leader Akhil Gogoi, who
contested from Sibasagar con-
stituency as an independent
candidate, also won by defeat-
ing BJP candidate Surabhi
Rajkonwari by a margin of
11,875 votes.

Meanwhile, thee new
AIUDF legislators on
Wednesday unanimously elect-
ed General Secretary Hafiz
Bashir Ahmed as the leader of
its legislature party and Aminul
Islam as the deputy leader. An
AIUDF statement said that
Hafiz Rafiqul Islam and
Phanidhar Talukder were also
elected as the chief whip and the
secretary of the legislature party,
respectively, at the meeting
presided over by AIUDF
President and Lok Sabha
Member Badruddin Ajmal.

The newly-elected MLAs of
the main opposition Congress
held a meeting in Guwahati on
Monday and the decision about
the leadership has been left to
the discretion of Congress
President. IANS

New Delhi: The Delhi High Court on Wednesday
asked the Centre and social media platforms
Facebook and WhatsApp to reply to a PIL chal-
lenging the new privacy policy of the instant mes-
saging app on the grounds that it violates “infor-
mational privacy” of users.

A bench of Chief Justice D N Patel and Justice
Jasmeet Singh issued notice to the Centre, Facebook
and WhatsApp and sought their stand on the peti-
tion by May 13.

WhatsApp told the bench during the hearing that
private conversations of individuals are protected by
end to end encryption.

The petitioner, Harsha Gupta, urged the court
for some interim orders as the Facebook-owned
WhatsApp intends to bring its policy into effect from
May 15. The court then listed the matter for hear-
ing on May 13. Senior advocate Vivek Sood, appear-
ing for Gupta, told the bench that under the new pri-
vacy policy of WhatsApp the information it collects
from users and the way it is proposed to be used, vio-
lates their “informational privacy”.

Sood said the users were not being provided the
option to deny the collection and/or use of the data
for purposes other than that for which the infor-
mation is sought.

“WhatsApp has offered its users a ‘take it or leave
it’ offer which coerces the users to consent to share
their data with third-party companies to use
WhatsApp’s services,” he argued in court.

“Further the said terms of services are instances
of abuse of dominant position by WhatsApp,” the
petition filed through advocate Dhruv Gupta has said.  

Senior advocate Kapil Sibal, appearing for
WhatsApp, said the messaging platform has not vio-
lated any laws or rules. PTI

New Delhi: The Delhi High
Court on Wednesday told the
Delhi Government that it may
not be justified to put a cap at
�10,000 on financial assistance
provided to a construction
worker and his dependents
towards treatment of Covid-19
as it may not be sufficient if
more than one person in the
family was infected.

A bench of Justices Vipin
Sanghi and Rekha Palli said that
COVID-19 was a highly conta-
gious disease and if one person
in a family gets infected, others
may too and each of them
would require a course of med-
ication.

The court asked advocate
Urvi Mohan, appearing for the
Delhi government’s Building
and Other Construction
Workers Welfare Board, to take
instructions with regard to the
concerns raised by it on the
quantum of financial assistance.

The direction came after
Mohan told the court that the
Board has issued an order to
provide financial assistance of
Rs 5,000 to every COVID pos-
itive worker registered with it
and to any of his dependents
who are also infected, for treat-
ment, subject to a maximum of

�10,000.
The court also said that the

Board’s insistence on a RTPCR
test report for disbursal of the
amount would defeat the pur-
pose of the scheme as an
RTPCR test may not be afford-
able for a construction worker
and the same is not always accu-
rate either.

The bench said that a Rapid
Antigen Test (RAT) report or a
prescription by a doctor certi-
fying that the person has
COVID may also be considered
as alternatives to an RTPCR test
report.

On the issue of bank details
of the workers being sought
again under the latest financial
assistance scheme, the court said
the bank account details would
have been submitted by a work-
er at the time of registration and,
therefore, asking for it again may
cause confusion if the person
gives details of another account.

The lawyer said that the
bank details were sought again
as recently there were mergers
and acquisitions of various
banks and as a result the pay-
ments made to some workers
had not been credited to their 

accounts due to change of
IFSC code. PTI

Chandigarh: Head of Punjab’s
expert committee on COVID Dr K
K Talwar on Wednesday urged peo-
ple not to fall for rumours doing
rounds on social media that alco-
hol can offer protection against
coronavirus, which has infected
nearly 4,00,000 people in the state.

He said drinking too much
alcohol can weaken people’s immu-
nity and increase their chances of
getting infected.

Talwar said he read on social
media that the consumption of
alcohol can offer protection against
the virus. “Such sort of mistaken
beliefs can create serious issues,” he
said.”If people consume large quan-
tities of alcohol, then they can have
more chances of getting infected,”
he said.

Talwar told PTI that it is wrong

to suggest that the consumption of
liquor can kill the coronavirus. He,
however, said there is no harm in
consuming a very small quantity of
liquor.

Talwar, who is also a former
director of the Post Graduate
Institute of Medical Education and
Research (PGIMER), said based on
scientific observation, it is recom-
mended that people should avoid
consuming liquor two days before
and after taking the COVID-19 vac-
cine.

He also expressed concern over
the higher fatality rate in Punjab’s
rural areas. People in rural areas
resort to self-medication or buying
medicines from chemists for fever
or any other problem instead of get-
ting themselves tested in time, he
said. PTI

Dehradun: Heavy rain in Chamoli district
of Uttarakhand caused a surge in the
Rishiganga river as panic-stricken people
in nearby villages left their houses and took
refuge in caves to spend the night.   

With the horrifying images of the
February 7 flashfloods in Rishiganga fol-
lowing an avalanche still playing in their
minds, residents of Raini and Jugju villages
downstream of the river rushed to nearby
forests to take refuge in caves where they
spent the night with the help of lanterns on
Tuesday. Chamoli’s District Disaster
Management Officer N K Joshi said NDRF
teams have been sent to the villages to help
residents.

An alert has also been sounded for peo-
ple living in the river valley, he said.

The official, however, said the water
level in Rishiganga came down and became
normal later on Tuesday night itself as it
stopped raining.

An avalanche on February 7 had
caused a flashflood in the Rishiganga and
Dhauliganga rivers of Chamoli district,
demolishing the Rishiganga hydel project
at Raini completely and causing heavy dam-
age to NTPC’s Tapovan-Vishnugad hydel
project.

More than 200 people had gone miss-
ing after the avalanche. Eighty bodies and
35 human body parts of people killed in the
avalanche have been recovered during a
massive search and rescue operation which
continues in the affected areas, officials
said. PTI
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Hyderabad: As many as 33 medical air
ambulances from various parts of the 
country shifted critically-ill patients to
Hyderabad for advanced treatment during
the last 15 days.

This was revealed on Wednesday by
Chief Secretary Somesh Kumar, who claimed
that Hyderabad has become medical treat-
ment capital of India.

“If you go to any hospital in the city, you
will find patients from states like Andhra
Pradesh, Maharashtra, Karnataka, and
Chhattisgarh. During the last 15 days, 33
medical air ambulances came from various
parts of country which shows that people
don’t find such treatment elsewhere,” he said.

The Chief Secretary, who was address-
ing a news conference, maintained 
that the Covid situation in Telangana was
under control.

Asked if the state would import vaccines,
he said inquires were made and the state was
exploring the possibility but procedure and
rules are controlled by the Centre.

Somesh Kumar, who recently held talks
with vaccine manufacturers, said the man-

ufacturers were planning to ramp up pro-
duction after June-July.

He hoped that the vaccine situation
would ease with the production of Johnson
& Johnson’s Covid vaccine by Biological E.

He also said the state government was
corresponding with the Centre seeking
increased allocation of vaccines and it has
also written to companies.

He said Chief Minister K.
Chandrasekhar Rao will write to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi for increasing vac-
cine supplies to the state.

Somesh Kumar said vaccination for 18-
44 age group has been kept in abeyance due
to lack of adequate supply from the Centre.
“The state has 1.72 crore population in this
age group and it requires 3.40 crore vaccines
but they (Centre) have allotted only 3.90 lakh
doses for the month of May,” he said.

He said the state government continued
administering doses to people over 45 years.
However, vaccination is being done only for
those pre-booking due to less supply from
the Centre and also to prevent crowding at
the centres.  IANS
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Shimla: To break the coron-
avirus chain, the Himachal
Pradesh Government on
Wednesday decided to impose
curfew in the state till May 16
from Thursday midnight.

All government and private
offices and establishments will
remain closed. However, essen-
tial services like health, elec-
tricity, telecommunication,
water supply, sanitation, etc.,
would be open.

These decisions, among
others, were taken by the
Cabinet chaired by Chief
Minister Jai Ram Thakur
here.

Educational institutions will
be closed till May 31. However,
government and private trans-
port would ply with 50 per cent
of occupancy and inter-state
transport would continue.
Industrial establishments would

work as per the guidelines
issued by the state government.

Keeping in view the sharp
surge of cases, it was decided
that the annual examination of
Class 10 of the Himachal
Pradesh Board of School
Education would be cancelled.

All students would be pro-
moted to Class 11 by the school
board as per the norms sug-
gested by the CBSE for its stu-
dents for the Class 10.

It was also decided that
Class 12 examination of the the
school board and annual exam-
ination of colleges would also be
suspended till further orders.

The Cabinet gave approval
to upgrade the regional hospi-
tal in Una town as 300-bed
regional hospital along with
creation of 76 posts of different
categories to ensure better
healthcare facilities.  IANS
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From Page 1
In the second wave, the

country is witnessing around
2.4 per cent day-on-day growth
in infection with over 3.82
lakh new cases reported in a
day. On Tuesday, India report-
ed a record 3,780 deaths, the
highest daily toll since the
pandemic began, pushing total
fatalities to 2,26,188.

Member, NITI Ayog, Dr
VK Paul was of the opinion
that the response to the chang-
ing virus remains the same.
“We need to follow the Covid-
appropriate behaviour such as
mask, distancing, hygiene, no
unnecessary meetings and stay-
ing at home,” Dr Paul said.

Some States, including
Karnataka, Kerala, Andhra
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, West

Bengal, Rajasthan, and Bihar,
are showing an increasing
trend in daily Covid-19 cases.
“There are some areas of con-
cern,” Lav Agarwal, Joint
Secretary of the Union Health
Ministry said.

Bengaluru reported around
1.49 lakh cases in the last
week. Chennai reported
around 38,000 Covid-19 cases.
Some districts have recorded
further and speedy cases,
including Kozhikode,
Ernakulam, Gurgram, he
added.

An increase in deaths has
been noticed too, the health
official said, adding
Maharashtra, Karnataka,
Andhra Pradesh, Delhi, and
Haryana reported more death
cases.

From Page 1
The Centre faced an

embarrassing situation by chal-
lenging the Contempt of Court
order and summoning of two
senior officers by Delhi High
Court. Insisting that the Centre
must supply 700 MT, Justice
Chandrachud said the BMC
which is more congested than
Delhi is managing the pan-
demic situation and oxygen
supply very well and the Centre
and Delhi officials must meet
the BMC Commissioner to
find a way out in settling peo-
ple’s problems. 

“If the Health Secretary of
Delhi Govt and Centre have a
meeting with Iqbal Singh
Chahal of Mumbai Municipal
Corporation and draw from
experience, (they can) tell us
how you plan to create storage
tanks and install it for Delhi.
This exercise can be done from

today and Monday. Then the
modality can be based on
Bombay model which has been
successful in a large metropo-
lis,” said Justice Chandrachud
asking the Centre to come
with new tabulated formula
and buffer stock plans of oxy-
gen supply to Delhi by the next
hearing on May 10. 
The apex court ordered that the
tabulated supply plan must be
submitted by Thursday morn-
ing.     

“We stay the operation of
the contempt notice issued by
Delhi HC. This stay will not be
a restraint on Delhi HC to
monitor the ground situation
on other heads. Ultimately
putting officers in jail or haul-
ing officers for contempt will
not bring oxygen. Please tell us
steps to solve this,” Justice
Chandrachud remarked. 

“At the outset, it needs to be

clarified that why this court is
hearing this plea is because
exercising powers under con-
tempt jurisdiction will not
solve the problem faced by
Delhi. When country is facing
a humanitarian crisis court
must aim at problem solving,”
the order said. “As of now we
see no reason to use contempt
jurisdiction against officers but
we also think an opportunity be
given to the centre to showcase
the plan to achieve the 700 MT
target for Delhi,” the court
said. 

“Citizens running from
pillar to post can know what is
the status. Supply of tankers
needs to be rationalised today.
Please tell us from today and
Monday what modalities will
be put in place to secure 700
MT oxygen for Delhi. Rest we
can re-look at on 10th May,”
said Justice Chandrachud.

From Page 1
A magisterial probe has been

ordered into the incident,
Haridwar District Magistrate C
Ravishankar said on Wednesday.

The Karnataka Government
has appointed retired High Court
judge Justice BA Patil as the one-
man commission to inquire into
the death of 24 Covid patients in
Chamarajanagar district on May
3 allegedly owing to oxygen
shortage.  A notification regard-
ing the appointment of Justice
Patil was issued by the Additional
Chief Secretary in the Home
Department, Rajneesh Goel on
Wednesday. The office of the
commission has to submit its
report in one month.

At least 12 patients, includ-
ing the HOD of the gastroen-
terology department, of Batra
hospital died when a prominent
hospital ran out of oxygen on
May 1. Outside hospitals, fami-
lies of patients who can’t find a

bed are struggling to get hold of
portable cylinders - sometimes
standing in queues for up to 12
hours.

Similarly, 21 died allegedly
owing to oxygen shortage at
Jaipur Golden hospital last week.
But the Delhi government in the
High Court said they succumbed
to comorbidities, not oxygen
shortage. The Delhi Government
has received 48 SOS calls from
hospitals to provide oxygen in the
last 24 hours. Several big hospi-
tals in Delhi are relying on daily
oxygen supplies but they are not
getting enough to keep some as
backup in case of emergency.

In stern remarks, the
Allahabad High Court on
Tuesday observed that the death
of Covid-19 patients just for
non-supply of oxygen to hospi-
tals is a criminal act, “not less
than a genocide” by authorities
entrusted the task to ensure the
oxygen supply chain is main-

tained. 
The remarks were made on

some news items doing the
rounds on social media regard-
ing the death of Covid-19
patients due to lack of oxygen in
Lucknow and Meerut districts.
The court also ordered a probe
into the incidents.

Earlier, 18 people, including
two healthcare workers were
killed in a fire at a Covid-19 hos-
pital in Bharuch in Gujarat and
15 patients have died after a fire
broke out in the intensive care
unit at Vijay Vallabh hospital in
the Virar in north Mumbai last
month.

A fire mishap in March was
due to an overheated ventilator
machine in Safdarjung hospital
on March 30. No casualties were
reported. There was fire at
Rajdhani Super Specialty
Hospital, Raipur, on April 18 but
no casualties reported in the inci-
dent.

From Page 1
Kalyanam lived like a true

Gandhian and was particular
about simplicity. cleanliness,
gardening, discipline and dili-
gence. He never appointed any
assistants to help him and did
all works by himself, whether
it is cooking or cleaning or
washing. Till his last breath, he
had kept a cheque issued by the
Mahatma in his favour  as a set-
tlement of a debt. Though
antique collectors had
approached Kalyanam with
dream prices, he stood his
ground and did not part with
it. During the 2013 agitation
launched by Anna Hazare
against corruption, Kalyanam
was in the forefront of the
demonstration held in
Chennai.

He is survived by two
daughters Malini and Nalini.
Born in 1922, Kalyanam shares
his birthday with Independent
India.   

From Page 1
Similarly, with 57,640 new infec-

tions, the total number of cases rose from
48,22,902 top 48,80,542.

According to Chief Minister
Pinatrayi Vijayan, Kerala is in for major
trouble as hospitals have run out of beds
and oxygen. Speaking to reporters on
Wednesday evening, Vijayan said he has
written a letter to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to help the State to get
at least 500 tonnes of oxygen as the State
is facing a shortage of 1,000 tonnes of it.

Kerala reported 41, 953 persons with
Covid-19 during the last 12 hours, the
Chief Minister said. “The day also saw
58 persons succumbing to the pandemic
and the test positivity rate touching 25.69
per cent. Ernakulam district which
diagnosed more than 6,000 patients dur-
ing the last 12 hours has become a seri-
ous concern.

The second wave of coronavirus
infection continued to ravage Uttar
Pradesh with 357 deaths and 31,165
fresh cases being recorded in the past 24
hours. 

However, there was some solace in
40,852 recoveries during the same peri-
od while the number of active cases
came down to 2,62,474 in the
State.Officials said 2,32,038 Covid tests
were conducted in the State in the last
24 hours. The total tests done in the state
have gone up to 4,20,32,587. Lucknow,
Kanpur Nagar, Varanasi, Prayagraj,
Meerut and Bareilly accounted for half
of the total infections in the state. The
death toll also went up and at 46,
Kanpur recorded the highest single-day
casualties. Lucknow recorded 38 deaths,
Chandauli 24, Lakhimpur Kheri 17,
Sonebhadra & Ghaziabad 13 each,
Gorakhpur & Jhansi 12 each, and
Gautam Buddha Nagar 10.

Lucknow continued to be the district
with the highest number of fresh cases
at 3,004. However, 4,878 recoveries
were also reported in the last 24 hours.
Among other districts, Meerut wit-
nessed 1,732 cases,  Gautam Buddha
Nagar 1,703, Ghaziabad 1,373, Kanpur
1,206, Gorakhpur 1,055,  Varanasi 966
and Prayagraj 437.

Meanwhile, patient care facilities
provided to the Covid-19 patients inside
Government Medical college hospital in
Jammu have come under the scanner fol-
lowing increasing number of deaths of
patients, including those with no comor-
bidities.

On Wednesday 28 patients suc-
cumbed to the virus across Jammu
region and 24 across Kashmir while
4,716 fresh cases of coronavirus were
detected taking the tally of active posi-
tive cases to 39,628.

Since May 1, a total number of 146
patients have succumbed to the coron-
avirus across Jammu region and 82 in
Kashmir while 6,656 patients tested pos-
itive across Jammu division and 13845
across Kashmir division. 

According to the media bulletin,
“Majority of these deaths have been
reported in GMC Jammu”. 

Several caretakers on Wednesday,
while waiting outside the mortuary of
the hospital complex leveled serious alle-
gations against the poor patient care
facilities provided to the patients. 
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Delhi Chief Minister Arvind
Kejriwal on Wednesday

said the process of vaccinating
18-44 age group has started but
more supply of vaccines is
needed for smooth rollout.

Kejriwal visited Radha
Soami Satsang Beas centre in
Rajendra Nagar to review the
vaccination drive and said
youths are coming out in large
numbers to get vaccinated. 

“We can  achieve our tar-
get of vaccinating entire Delhi
in three months if vaccines are
provided to us. The Delhi

Government is working with
the Central Government on the
issue of oxygen supply,” he
said.

Talking about the oxygen
situation of Delhi he said, “To
treat the Covid 19 patients the
most important thing is the
availability of oxygen. But in
Delhi, we have a scarcity of
oxygen. 

Whenever the oxygen level
of a patient goes down imme-
diately that person should get
oxygen support. For the past
several days we are battling
with the scarcity of oxygen. The
Delhi government is working

hand-in-hand with the Central
government on this matter.”

He said, “We completely
understand that the central
government is responsible for
ensuring oxygen to the entire
country. 

But our only hope is that
the central Government will
provide Delhi with its own
quota of required oxygen.
During this tough time, we
have also received massive sup-
port from the  Supreme Court
and  High Court. 

I am hopeful that in the
coming days the situation will
improve.”
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Delhi on Wednesday report-
ed 20,960 Covid-19 cases,

while the positivity rate was
26.37 per cent. The city also
reported 311 deaths, taking
the total deaths due to Covid
this year to 18,063.

With the fresh cases, the
national capital’s cumulative
tally has risen to 1253902,
according to the health bulletin
issued by the health depart-
ment. A total of 79491 tests,
including 62,767 RT-PCR tests
and 16,724 rapid antigen tests,
were conducted the previous
day, the bulletin said

So far, over 1143980 lakh
patients have recovered in
Delhi, it added. The number of

active cases in the city
increased to 91859, the bulletin
stated. The number of people
under home isolation increased
to 50077, while that of con-
tainment zones mounted to
47704, it said.

Earlier in the day, Delhi
Deputy Chief Minister Manish
Sisodia chaired a meeting
through video conference on
Covid-19 management in
Delhi.

Delhi had reported 19,953
cases on Tuesday, 18,043 cases
on Monday, the lowest since
April 15; 20,394 cases on
Sunday, 25,219 on Saturday,
27,047 on Friday, 24,235 on
Thursday.

25,986 on Wednesday,
24,149 on last Tuesday, 20,201

on last Monday and 22,933 on
last Sunday.

The city had witnessed 338
deaths on Tuesday, 448 on
Monday, the highest so far; 407
on Sunday, 412 on Saturday,
375 on Friday, 395 on
Thursday, 368 on Wednesday;
381 on last Tuesday, 380 on
Monday, 350 on last Sunday,
and 357 on Saturday last week.

The city has so far record-
ed 12,53,902 cases, of which
over 11.43 lakh have recovered.
The death toll due to the viral
disease stands at 18,063, the
bulletin said.

The number of active cases
stands at 91,859. Out of the
21,528 COVID beds in various
hospitals of the city, only 1,518
are vacant.
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In two separate incidents, the
Delhi Police has arrested two

ambulance drivers for alleged-
ly charging exorbitant rates to
shift Covid patients from one
hospital to another.

In the first incident, the
Delhi Police  arrested a 42 year-
old ambulance driver who was
charging �10,000 for 20 kilo-
meters (kms) in Southeast
Delhi. Police said that the
accused identified Chirag
Goyal was arrested for charg-
ing exorbitant rates to shift the
Covid patient from one hospi-
tal to another.

According to RP Meena,
the Deputy Commissioner of
Police (DCP), Southeast dis-
trict, on May 4, a man told the
patrolling staff one ambulance
driver was demanding � 10,000
for shifting his Covid positive
patient from Luv Kush Chowk
in Jaitpur to AIIMS hospital
which is approximately 20 kms
distant.

“The police team appre-
hended the ambulance driver
from the spot. He was also not
wearing the PPE kit and other
safety equipment while driving
the ambulance, as per the
guidelines. Accordingly, a case
under relevant sections of
Indian Penal Code was regis-
tered,” said the DCP.

“During interrogation, the
accused disclosed that he want-

ed to earn quick money in a
short frame of time so he start-
ed overcharging the needy per-
sons who are ready to shift their
patients from one hospital to
another at any cost,” said the
DCP.

In another incident, the
police have nabbed a 31 year-
old ambulance driver in
Northwest Delhi for charging
exorbitant rates.

“On May 3, when a police
patrolling team was near Deep
Chand Bhandu Hospital, an
information was received that
an ambulance driver was
involved in malpractice of over-
charging Covid patients by
demanding exorbitant fare of
ambulance from the public
due to covid-19 pandemic,”
said Dr Guriqbal Singh Sidhu,
the Additional DCP, Northwest
district.

“The facts of the informa-
tion got verified when the dri-
ver of the ambulance gave a
receipt of Rs 6,000 for trans-
porting covid patients from
Deep Chand Bhandu Hospital
to Fortis Hospital, Shalimar
Bagh. Thus, he was found
over-charging covid patients.
He was charging Rs 6000 for a
distance of only five kms,” said
the additional DCP. “A case was
registered under relevant sec-
tions of IPC at Bharat Nagar
police station and the accused
was placed under arrest,” the
additional DCP added.
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Water supply will be affect-
ed in parts of the nation-

al Capital on Thursday, Friday
and Saturday due to depletion
of water level inWazirabad
Pond (667.20 feet) against the
normal level of 674.5 feet and
reduction in the release of raw
water by Haryana in the river
Yamuna.

Water production has been
adversely affected from
Wazirabad, Chandrawal and
Okhla Water Treatment Plants
and the areas such as  Civil
lines, Hindu Rao Hospital,
Kamla Nagar.

Shakti Nagar, Karol Bagh,
Pahar Ganj, NDMC areas, New
Rajinder Nagar, Patel Nagar,
Baljeet Nagar.

Prem Nagar, Inderpuri,
Kalkaji,  Govindpuri,
Tugalkabad, Sangam Vihar,
Ambedkar Nagar, Prahladpur,
Ramleela Ground, Delhi Gate,
Subhash Park, Model Town,
Gulabi Bagh.

Punjabi Bagh,
Jahangirpuri, Moolchand,
South Extension, Greater
kailash, Burari and adjoining
areas, the Delhi Jal Board said
in a statement.

The DJB has advised the
people to make judicious use of
water and store sufficient water
to avoid inconvenience. 
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As the city hospitals strug-
gled with a shortage of

Oxygen, Aam Aadmi Party
(AAP) national spokesperson
Raghav Chadha said the city
received 555 tonnes of oxygen
on Tuesday, highest till now
amid a spurt in coronavirus
cases.

Chadha said the High
Court has upbraided the
Centre and even “compared it
to an ostrich”. “Maybe because
of this rap, Delhi received 555
metric tonnes (MT) of Liquid
Medical Oxygen as against the
requirement of 976 MT, which
is the highest till now.

While issuing the oxygen
bulletin on Wednesday, he said,
this oxygen was not made
available from regular sources
but from an ad hoc arrange-
ment. “We did not receive it
from our regular sources but
Centre arranged it from other
States and gave Delhi the oxy-
gen that was being sent else-
where,” Chadha claimed.

The Delhi Government
received 48 SOS calls regarding
oxygen shortage and cylinders
not being refilled, and they
were addressed.

“We supplied 36.40 tonnes
of oxygen to address SOS calls.
These hospitals had a total of
4,036 oxygen-supported beds.
It means, we helped 4,036
lives,” Chadha said in an online
briefing.

On May 1, 12 Covid-19
patients, including a senior
doctor, had died at south
Delhi’s Batra Hospital after the
facility ran out of medical oxy-
gen for around 80 minutes in
the afternoon.

The tragic incident
occurred in less than two weeks
of 20 coronavirus patients
dying at Jaipur Golden Hospital
and 25 at Sir Ganga Ram
Hospital, amid the oxygen cri-
sis in the national capital.
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With the national Capital
reeling under shortage of

oxygen due to which many
have lost their lives and some
are still struggling to breath, the
Delhi Government’s all-round
efforts and aggressive Covid-19
management have resulted in a
dramatic decrease in the graph
of the corona positivity rate.

A senior Delhi
Government official said the
AAP Government has brought
down Covid positivity rate
around nine per cent within
just 10 days. On April 26,
Delhi reported a positivity rate
of 35 per cent and on May 5, it
came down to around 26 per
cent.

On analysing the data, it
can be seen that on 26th April,
Delhi conducted around 57,690
tests and around 20,201 people
tested positive. On 4 May,
Delhi conducted around 74,654
tests and 19,953 people tested
positive for Covid-19. These
numbers show that during
these 10 days, there has been a
marked drop in the case posi-
tivity rate in the national cap-

ital of India.
It is also significant that

Delhi’s COVID positivity rate
has fallen each day during
these nine days. On 27th April,
the positivity rate of Delhi was
32.7 per cent on 28th April, it
was 31.8, on 29th April, it was
32.8 and on 30th April, the
COVID positivity rate was 32.7
per cent.

At the beginning of this
month, 1st May recorded a 31.6
positivity rate, which came
down to 28.3 on 2nd May, fol-
lowed by a positivity rate of
29.6 on 3rd May. On May 4th,
the positivity rate stood at 26.7
and on the fifth, this was 26.4

per cent.
From this drop in the pos-

itivity rate, it can be conclud-
ed that in Delhi the case posi-
tivity rate of COVID-19 has
dropped by approximately one
per cent each day in the last 10
days.

During these days, the
Delhi government has not only
ramped up testing but also
worked relentlessly in increas-
ing the number of beds across
Delhi. The government is also
giving an aggressive push to the
vaccination drive, which will
further help bring down the
positivity rate in the coming
days.
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Mayor of South Delhi
Municipal Corporation

(SDMC) Anamika has written
a letter to Lieutenant Governor
Anil Baijal requesting him to
include centres of SDMC in the
third phase of Covid vaccina-
tion so that people above 18
years are vaccinated.

The Mayor, in a letter said
that there were 52 approved
vaccination centres in SDMC
for vaccinating people of 45
years and above age.

Now, with the decision of
the Government of India to
cover all the population who
are 18 years and above under
vaccination drive, the need of
the hour was to start vaccina-
tion drives at maximum places.

However,  the Delhi
Government has reduced the

number of vaccination centres
in SDMC from 52 to 47 and
vaccination at these centres
have been restricted for the
population whose age is 45
years and above, she said.

Mayor has highlighted that
the SDMC has 101 health units,
450 schools and 100 commu-
nity centres where vaccination
drives can be undertaken.

“These units are spread
evenly in 104 wards of SDMC
and can cater to the total pop-
ulation of South Delhi. It is,
therefore, requested that nec-
essary instructions may be
provided to the Delhi
Government to start a vacci-
nation drive at all centres of
SDMC so that the total popu-
lation of South Delhi can be
covered under vaccination
drive at the earliest,” she added.
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Gurugram: In a joint opera-
tion, teams  of the district
drug controller department
and  Gurugram police, arrest-
ed three men from Gurugram’s
Aklimpur village for allegedly
smuggling oxygen cylinders to
sell them in black market at
higher rates in Gurugram, the
police said on Wednesday.

Teams have receovered 260
oxygen cylinders, (250 small
cylinders and 10 big cylin-
ders) and a canter used for
smuggling, from the trio. The
arrested men have been iden-
tified as Vikas Kumar (32), a
resident of Karnal at present
residing in Gurugram’s Unitech
Sector-70, Shiv Kumar (33)
from Karnal and Prabhat
Kumar (31) from Thane, West
Maharashtra.

Subhash Boken, spokesper-
son of the Gurugram police
said that on Tuesday, they
received a tip-off about the
consignment that the culprits
would come Gurugram to sell
oxygen cylinders at a high rate.
“On this, a trap was laid near
the Aklimpur village in
Gurugram and a suspicious
canter bearing Maharashtra
number was intercepted on
searching the canter, we recov-
ered 260 oxygen cylinders,”
Boken said. 
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A35-year-old man was
allegedly shot dead  by two

armed assailants over an old
enmity inside a paying guest
(PG) house located in Islampur
village on Tuesday night, the
police said on Wednesday.  The
accused duo fired several bul-
lets, four of which hit man’s
body and he died on the spot,
they said. The accused persons
fled the spot after committing
the murder,  leaving their pis-
tols on the crime spot, the same
was recovered by the police
team.

Police investigation has
revealed that the victim
Sandeep of Sampla village in
Rohtak was residing in the PG
for the last two months where-
as the culprits Manish and
Jonti were also residing in the
same PG for the last one
month. “It is suspected that the
trio had some verbal spat over
an old enmity and the culprits
then shot him dead inside the
PG on Tuesday night at around
11.30 pm,” said a police officer
pervy with the matter. The fir-
ing incident triggered panic
among local residents and
other PG occupants. A case of
murder was registered at the
Sadar police station in
Gurugam.

The police officer further
said the victim’s life could
ahved been be saved if he was
taken to a hospital immediate-
ly as he was alive for the next
15-20 minutes despite bullet
injuries.

“The victim himself had
called up few numbers after the
incident. The PG operator
rushed him in a private hospi-
tal around 2.00 pm where the
doctor’s declared him brought
dead,” said, the police officer
requesting anonymity. The cul-
prits have been identified. Our
teams are conducting raids to
nab them,” Subhash Boken,
spokesperson of the Gurugram
police said.

The police, however, did
not specify the issue over which
victim and the duo accused
were having a longstanding
enmity. The victim’s body was
shifted to a government hos-
pital’s mortuary for autopsy, the
police said.
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Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
leaders in Delhi on

Wednesday staged a protest
against the atrocities commit-
ted on the party workers in
West Bengal after election
results were announced.

Delhi BJP president Adesh
Gupta, along with Rashtriya
Sangathak V Satish, and
national leader Anil B Ganguly
and other parliamentarians,
targeted TMC’s newly elected
Bengal Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee for her silence on the
killing of BJP workers in her
state.

Gupta said the naked
dance of violence by TMC
workers against our activists in
West Bengal won’t be tolerated.
“The acts of violence started by
TMC workers after state assem-
bly election results were out is
not something new. Since 2014
till now about 400 BJP workers
have been killed by TMC. The
stoic silence by Mamata
Banerjee is an admission of the
fact her party is involved in it.”

The BJP leader further
added that the TMC must
understand the country can
never tolerate this political
violence and the entire party is
today with its workers of West
Bengal in this hour of crisis. 
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The Delhi Police has arrest-
ed two people for alleged-

ly entering the Arun Jaitley
Stadium in central Delhi ille-
gally on fake accreditation
cards during an Indian Premier
League (IPL) match. 

The accused have been
identified as Krishan Garg of
Swaroop Nagar and Manish
Kansal of Jalandhar in Punjab.

According to a senior
police official, the arrested
were made on Saturday
evening during an IPL match
between Rajasthan Royals and
Sunrisers Hyderabad.

“The accused could not
give satisfactory replies when
asked about their presence at a
gallery of a VIP lounge, fol-
lowing which they were appre-
hended. 

The accused used fake
accreditation passes to enter the
stadium,” said a senior police
official.

“A case under relevant sec-
tions of the Indian Penal Code,
the Epidemic Diseases Act and
the Disaster Management Act
has been registered.

And the accused were
arrested,” said the senior police
official adding that police
teams are investigating if the
accused are bookies, the offi-
cial added.
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A23-year-old wrestler died
after he was allegedly bru-

tally assaulted by other
wrestlers inside Chhatrasal
Stadium in northern part of the
national Capital.  Olympic
medalist Indian Wrestler Sushil
Kumar was also  reported to be
present on the spot at the time
of incident and police are also
verifying his role in the assault,
sources said. Police said that so
far no one has been arrested
and they are investigating the
incident from all angles.

The deceased has been
identified as Sagar, who suc-
cumbed to  his injuries during
treatment at the Trauma Centre
on Wednesday morning.

According to a senior
police official, a police control
room (PCR) call regarding a
fight between wrestlers in the
parking of Chhatrasal Stadium
was received at around 12 PM
on Tuesday following which a
police team was dispatched
for the spot.

“Three persons were found
injured during the incident
and they were rushed to BJRM
hospital. The injured were
identified as Sagar, a resident of
Model Town, Sonu (37), a res-
ident of MCD Colony, and
Amit Kumar (27), a resident of
Rohtak,” said the senior police
official..

“Following the incident,
the police team checked the
spot and found five cars in the
parking area. Police have also
recovered a double barrel gun
along with three live cartridges
from one of the cars. Two
sticks were also recovered from
the parking area,” said the
senior police official.

In the First Information
report (FIR) lodged at Model
Town police , it was alleged that
Sushil Kumar and his accom-
plices assaulted the victims.
Sources said that the incident
took place over a property in
Model Town area.

“It was not a case of tres-
passing. The accused took the

victims inside the stadium
where they assaulted them in
the parking area. Sushil Kumar
was present at the spot when
the incident happened, how-
ever, police are verifying his
role in the assault. Police teams
are also sifting thorugh the
CCTV footage to determine
the sequence of events” sources
said.

No one has been arrested
so far, police said, adding that
they are investigating the mat-
ter from all angles and stringent
legal action would be initiated
against people found involved
in this murder, a police official
involved in the investigation
said.
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Stepping up the tempo of
operations to ferry oxygen,

the Navy has diverted nine of
its ships to various ports
abroad extending from 
Kuwait in the west to
Singapore in the East. 

Meanwhile, the IAF on
Wednesday airlifted 352 empty
oxygen cylinders from
Singapore in its IL-76 trans-
port aircraft to Delhi 
facing an acute shortage of
medical oxygen.

As regards the naval effort,
Deputy Chief Vice Admiral
MS Pawar said here on
Wednesday as part of
Operation Samudra Setu-II
to bring in by sea oxygen and
associated medical supplies
from friendly foreign country,
as many as nine warships were
diverted to various ports.

In the ongoing effort, INS
Talwar arrived at the New
Mangalore Port on Wednesday
with the first consignment of
54 tons of liquid oxygen from
Bahrain, officials said here. In
fact, it is the first of the nine
naval ships to return to Indian
shores with oxygen.

“Even as INS Talwar
reached our shores, another
ship INS Airavat left Singapore
carrying 3,600 oxygen cylin-
ders and eight 27 ton oxygen
tanks and is homebound now,”
they said. 

Moreover, at the western
seaboard, INS Kolkata,
deployed in the Persian Gulf

and diverted to Kuwait for
oxygen departed from there
ferrying two 27 ton oxygen
tanks, oxygen bottles and con-
centrators, they added.

INS Kolkata and INS
Talwar were the first batch of
ships that were immediately
diverted for the task and had
entered the port of Manama in
Bahrain on April 30.

Giving details about the
deployment, they said INS
Kolkata, Kochi, Talwar, Tabar,
Trikand, Jalashwa, and Airavat
are at present ferrying the
much-needed oxygen.

INS Kolkata and INS
Talwar, initially deployed in the
Persian Gulf, were diverted to
Bahrain and Kuwait for the
mission.INS Jalashwa was
pulled from a scheduled
upgrade period and deployed
for fetching medical supplies.
INS Kochi, Trikand, and Tabar,
which were initially deployed
in the Arabian Sea, were also
diverted to various ports in the
middle-east for loading oxygen
tanks, they said.

In a related development,
the Defence Research and
Development Organisation
(DRDO)set up the 500-bed
Atal Bihari Vajpayee Covid
Hospital in Lucknow in record
time. The hospital is equipped
with 20 KL Oxygen Tank for
uninterrupted supply besides

dedicated power backup and
bio medical and other waste
management system.  

The State Government
played a stellar role in quick
operationalisation of the facil-
ity by facilitating all major
functions such as supply of
essential amenities to run the
hospital including oxygen,
patient management and waste
disposal. The hospital will pro-
vide free medicines and meals
to all patients, officials said.

The hospital is being run
by a team from Armed Forces
comprising of doctors of many
specialities along with nurses
and paramedic staff.

The medical staff has been
flown in from all across the
country. Intensive training,
quality checks of installed
equipment and covid proce-
dures and protocols have been
completed prior to commis-
sioning of the hospital. 

The admission to the hos-
pital will be controlled through
an Integrated Control Centre
at Lucknow established by the
State Authorities.

The hospital underlines
the commitment of the
defence ministry and the state
governments to synergise their
efforts for enhancing the
health infrastructure in 
states to provide succour to the
citizens.
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Amid Covid gloom, the
Election Commission on

Wednesday deferred be-elec-
tions of three Parliamentary
and eight Assembly
Constituencies in Madhya
Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh,
Dadra and Nagar Haveli,
Andhra Pradesh, Haryana,
Meghalaya and Rajasthan.

“The Commission has
reviewed the matter today and
has decided that due to outbreak
of the second wave of Covid-19
in the country it would not be
appropriate to hold be-elec-
tions till the pandemic situation
significantly improves and con-
ditions become conducive to
hold these be-elections,”  the EC
in a statement on Wednesday.

The bye-elections in three
seats include Dadra & Nagar
Haveli, Khandwa in Madhya
Pradesh and Mandi, Fatehpur in
Himachal Pradesh and eight
vacancies in Assembly
Constituencies including Kalka
in Himachal Pradesh, Ellenabad
in Haryana, Vallabhnagar in
Rajasthan, Sindgi in Karnataka,
Rajabala and Mawryngkneng
(ST) in Meghalaya, and Badvel
(SC) in Andhra Pradesh.

The poll body further stat-
ed that as per the provisions of
section 151A of the
Representation of the People
Act, 1951, the vacancies are
required to be filled, through
bye-elections within six months
from the date of occurrence of
the vacancy, provided that the
remainder of the term in rela-
tion to the vacancy is one year
or more.

“There are few more vacan-
cies of seats for which reports
and notifications are awaited
and being confirmed. The
Commission will take a decision
in the matter at the appropriate
time in the future.
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In the face of yet another elec-
toral loss in local bodies elec-

tions in Uttar Pradesh, Congress
general secretary Priyanka
Gandhi will face her big — and
in some way also the first —
electors’ challenge in next year
Assembly election in Uttar
Pradesh of which she is in
charge. 

While the grand old party is
smarting under a series of elec-
toral defeats and panchayat elec-
tions in Uttar Pradesh has given
no relief to Congress, talks are
there within the party whether
to put forth Priyanka as the
party’s Chief Ministerial face in
the State. 

While there may be talks
about the dismal performance of
the Congress in just concluded
panchayat polls, the mood with-
in the State unit is upbeat as UP
Congress communication
department claimed that 270
party backed candidates secured
win , while it remained second
on 570 pockets and third at 711
seats across the State.

However, results available
for 3,050 district panchayat
wards showed SP at 760 wards,
BJP at 719, BSP at 381 and
Congress just at 79 while
Independents and smaller par-
ties secured victories or led in
1,114 wards. 

AICC sources said during
the last two days Priyanka was
in touch with  party workers to
assess the performance of the
party in panchayat polls..h
Priyanka had repeatedly written
many times to UP state author-
ities not to conduct the pan-
chayat polls in the wake of
surge on covid cases in the
State.

The panchayat election is
being seen as a barometer for
political parties including the
incumbent BJP for assembly
elections scheduled next year. In
the 2017 assembly elections,
poll strategist Prashant Kishor
whom the party hired, had sug-
gested Priyanka’s name to be
projected as CM face which the
Sonia Gandhi family declined
there after name of Sheila
Dikshit was proposed.

Samajwadi Party has already
indicted it doesn’t favour a 2017
type pact with Congress and in

all probability Priyanka will
have to enter into the elections
on her own. Priyanka forayed as
full time politician and cam-
paigned extensively in UP
alongwith her brother and the
then Congress President Rahul
Gandhi during the General
Elections 2019. After a dismal
show, Priyanka did not leave the
UP turf and had been regular to
the State and also worked in re-
establishing the Nehru legacy. 

“A brahmin face for CM
post is on cards. Last assembly
elections former Delhi CM Late
Sheila Dikshit was made the CM
face,” said a senior AICC leader
when asked about the party’s fate
after suffering a jolt in the pan-
chayat elections.

Media Convenor of UP
Congress Lallan Singh said
assembly elections are totally a
different ball game and this
time under the leadership of
Priyanka Gandhi will see a res-
urrection. 

“Most of the workers in
middle of the panchayat elec-
tions engaged themselves in
reaching out for medical needs
of the needy people sooner
there were a surge in the pan-
demic cases in the State. We got
a direction to give priority to
health of people than politics.
Yet we fared excellent when
compared to ruling BJP so the
next assembly elections will be
fought between Congress and
SP. There is a widespread resent-
ment against the Yogi and
Central Government
both for complete fail-
ure of the system and
handling of the coro-
na pandemic “
Singh told The
Pioneer over
phone.

A UP
Congress office
bearer recalled as
how Priyanka
Gandhi during a meet-
ing with the newly
appointed Office bear-
er on October 22 at
Rae Bareli had indi-
cated that the grand
old party will go solo
in the UP Assembly
polls scheduled for
2022

Once a strong-
hold in UP, Congress
has not been in power

in the State for the last three
decades. After winning 269
seats in the 1985 Assembly polls
(prior to the creation of
Uttarakhand as a separate State
in 2000), it’s presence has only
declined.

The party won only 46 seats
in 1991 at the peak of Mandal-
Kamdal politics and finally
ended with worst ever perfor-
mance in 2017, when it won just
seven seats in the State’s 403
assembly seats when it went to
polls as an alliance partner with
the then sitting CM and SP chief
Akhilesh Yadav. Poll strategist
had indicated that a truck with
Congress affected the prospects
of SP as well.

As per the data from the
2019 Lok Sabha polls while BJP
polled a whopping 49.6% of the
votes, the SP and the BSP got
18% and 19.3% respectively,
while the Congress netted a
meagre 6.3% share and worst it
lost the home turf of party chief
Rahul Gandhi at Amethi.

While the reorganization
of the AICC has remained mere-
ly on talks for months, Priyanka
initiated the overhauling process
with appointment of Ajay

Kumar Lallu as State
chief by replacing
Raj Babbar who
r e p r e s e n t e d
Congress two
times as Lok

Sabha member
from the State.

The Congress also
changed 51

d i s t r i c t
c o m -

m i t -
t e e

presi-
dents.
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India on Wednesday strong-
ly condemned the terrorist

attack in Logar province in
Afghanistan and renewed its
call for a permanent and com-
prehensive ceasefire in the con-
flict-ridden country.

Ministry of External
Affairs Spokesperson Arindam
Bagchi said there is a need to
end the terrorist safe havens
and sanctuaries which lead to
attacks like the one in Logar.

“India strongly condemns
the terrorist attack in Logar
province of Afghanistan in
which 21 innocent people died
and more than 100 were
injured during the month of
Ramadan,” he said.

The terror attack in Logar
came as the US has begun to
withdraw its troops from the
country after nearly two
decades.  

“India stands firm with
the families of victims and
with the people of Afghanistan
in this hour of grief,” Bagchi
said.

He reiterated the urgent
need for a permanent and
comprehensive ceasefire that
could lead to a sustainable
peace in Afghanistan.

“India has been steadfast in
its call to end the terrorist safe
havens and sanctuaries which
lead to attacks like these,”
Bagchi said.

“India stands with the peo-
ple of Afghanistan and salute
the courage of brave Afghan
forces in their continued fight
against terrorism,” he added.
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Congress on Wednesday
alleged that the Centre is

hiding data regarding foreign aid
received during the unprece-
dented surge in Covid-19 cases
in the country. While former
Congress chief Rahul Gandhi
asked why there is no trans-
parency regarding medical sup-
plies sent from across the world,
his party colleague and Punjab
Finance Minister Manpreet
Badal demanded immediate
convening of a GST Council
meeting for a serious mid-term
correction on tax issues.

“Questions about Covid
foreign aid: What all supplies
has India received? Where are
they? Who is benefiting from
them? How are they allocated
to states? Why no transparen-
cy? Any answers, GOI?” Rahul
tweeted.

Earlier in the day, quoting
a news report about the Centre
for Monitoring Indian
Economy (CMIE) data regard-
ing the unemployment rate in
the country, Rahul slammed
the Modi government and said
it failed in the fight against
COVID-19.

“There are neither vaccines
nor employment. The public is
facing the brunt of the coron-
avirus pandemic. The Modi-gov-
ernment absolutely failed,” Rahul
tweeted in Hindi. He has repeat-
edly criticised the handling of the
COVID-19 pandemic by the
Central government and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi. He also
targeted the government over its
going ahead with the central vista
project even as the country has
been hit by a second wave of
COVID-19, saying the amount
could be used for fully vaccinat-
ing 45 crore Indians or for
procuring one crore oxygen
cylinders.

In a letter to Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman,

Congress said it is writing on the
GST issue when the country is
in the middle of battling the new
wave of COVID which is more
devastating in many ways than
the one before. “With interest
rates down by close to 200 basis
points, shouldn’t we cut down
interest rates under GST law (as
also under other tax laws),”
Badal asked in his letter.
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) on

Wednesday filed a supplemen-
tary chargesheet against three
operatives, including a
Pakistani, of the Lashkar-e-
Tayyaba (LeT)  in the LeT
online recruitment module
case before the NIA Special
Court, Kolkata. 

Tania Parveen alias
Isranoor of Malayapur has
been charged under Baduria
Police Station of North 24
Parganas district in West
Bengal under various Indian
Penal Code Sections relating to
criminal conspiracy, waging
war against the Government
among others besides provi-
sions of the Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act.

The two other accused
charged on the same counts are
Sayyad M Idris alias Idris of
Bachagamva village of Uttar
Kannada district, Karnataka
and absconding accused

Ayesha alias Ayesha Burhan of
Gali Barhwali, Kotmomen,
Zilla Sargoda, Province Punjab,
Pakistan.

The case was initially reg-
istered as FIR No. 13/2020
dated March 18, 2020 at
Baduria police station of North
24 Parganas relating to arrest of

Tania Parveen, a member of
proscribed terrorist outfit LeT
by the State Police.

The NIA had re-registered
the case on April 5 last year and
took over the investigation.
Earlier, the NIA had filed a
chargesheet against accused
Tania Parveen under various

sections of the Unlawful
Activities (Prevention) Act.  

Accused Tania Parveen
was a college student and was
radicalised and recruited in
cyberspace by Pakistan-based
cadres of LeT. 

She was co-admin of vari-
ous social media groups
espousing secessionist ideas
on Kashmir with accused
Ayesha Burhan, a Pakistan-
based cadre of LeT’s Women’s
wing. Tania Parveen, in asso-
ciation with other accused
members of LeT in India and
Pakistan, indulged in unlawful
activities, radicalised, recruit-
ed and motivated other people
through cyberspace for Jihad
against India, the NIA alleged.  

“She and other accused
were brainwashing impres-
sionable youth and propagating
the ideology of LeT and  con-
spired to wage war against the
State,” it said. 

Further investigation for
unearthing the wider conspir-
acy in India continues, it added.
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The outcomes of the India-
UK virtual summit have

marked a transformation in the
bilateral relationship as it paved
the way for expansion of coop-
eration in a range of areas like
trade and investment, climate
change and migration, British
High Commissioner Alex Ellis
said on Wednesday.

At the summit on Tuesday,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
and his British counterpart
Boris Johnson unveiled a
‘Roadmap 2030’ to elevate ties
to a comprehensive strategic
partnership and announced
enhanced trade cooperation.

Under the trade partner-
ship, the two sides are to begin
negotiations later this year for
a balanced free trade agreement
including an interim pact for
delivering early gains.

“The summit and the
agreements have marked a
transformation in the UK-
India relationship,” he said at a

virtual media briefing.
Ellis said the summit

reflected the resolve of both
sides to make a new beginning
of deeper cooperation in a
plethora of areas.

On the implementation of
the partnership on migration
and mobility, the high com-
missioner said its provisions
will be implemented under an
efficient mechanism.

He said the UK wants its
expeditious implementation
but at the same time added that
the process has to be carried
forward ensuring that it is
legally correct.

The India-UK migration
and mobility partnership,
finalised on Tuesday, provides
for enhanced employment
opportunities for around 3,000
Indian professionals annually,
but it mandates New Delhi to
take back the Indians who
have been staying illegally in
Britain.

At a media briefing, Joint
Secretary in the Europe West

division in the Ministry of
External Affairs Sandeep
Chakravorty said after the
summit that Indian nationals
who are undocumented, or
are in distress abroad and not
being given nationality or res-
idence permits, have to be
taken back.

Asked about two mem-
bers of the Indian delegation
attending the G7 foreign min-
isters’ meeting in London test-
ing positive for COVID-19, the
high commissioner did not
give a direct reply.

“These are questions better
answered by my colleagues in
London,” he said, adding there
are laid down protocols in deal-
ing with such situations.

He said the approach by the
UK authorities will be guided
by the advice of Public Health
England. To a query on distri-
bution in India of COVID-19
medical aid provided by the
UK, he said the supplies were
brought in as specified by the
Indian authorities.
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The Union Home Ministry
on Wednesday issued

advisory to States for prepar-
ing plan of action to prevent
the fire incidents in hospitals.
The Union Home Secretary
Ajay Kumar Bhalla in his
communication to Chief
Secretaries said that in the
context of recent fire incidents
and particularly in view of the
impending summer season,
must have a preventive plan
and highlighted that no 
fire incident occurs in any of
the health facilities both in the
government and private sec-
tor. 

“The States and UTs have
been requested to conduct a
detailed review with officials
from the Health, Power and
Fire Departments, and pre-
pare a detailed plan of action
to ensure that fire safety mea-
sures are in place in all hos-
pitals and health facilities. 

“The States & UTs have
also been requested to issue
directions to the concerned
officials at various levels, that
heath facilities should be vis-
ited by field level officials, to
examine internal wirings and
availability of functional safe-
ty equipment as per fire safe-
ty guidelines, within these
facilities, and necessary reme-

dial action be taken immedi-
ately in case any deficiencies
are found,” said the advisory. 

The Ministry of Home
Affairs has also drawn atten-
tion to the recently issued
advisory of the Director
General (Fire Services, Civil
Defence and Home Guards),
MHA on fire safety in hospi-
tals and nursing homes.
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As the hospitals across the
country crumble under

Covid-19 crisis, the
Government hopes that tele-
consultation services can do a
bit to reduce the burden by
reaching out to those seeking
guidance for the virus infected
patients confined at homes.

VK Paul, member of NITI
Aayog,on Tuesday exhorted
physicians fraternity across the
States to come forward to pro-
vide tele-consultation in a big
way to the patients and their
families who require guidance
about the Covid-19 as well as
other diseases.

“Lot of patients are con-
fined in homes and need med-
ical guidance on Covid-19  that
can be beneficial to them,” said
Dr Paul calling for a support
system for those in need.
“Clinics are closed and it is not

necessary that everybody has
personal contact with the doc-
tors. Hence, we must popularise
voluntary or even paid tele
health services by the medical
fraternity,” he said.

There are patients who are
suffering from mild Covid-19
and simple medical consulta-
tion can resolve their medical
issues which would ensure early
treatment as well as cut down
burden on the hospitals.

In fact, StepOne, a non-

profit volunteer driven collec-
tive of 7,000 doctors, has
already launched a National
Covid Telemedicine Helpline,
offering 24x7 access to health-
care experts, free of cost.

The helpline, +91-
9745697456, is now live and
available in seven languages
including English, Hindi,
Kannada, Tamil, Marathi,
Telugu and Punjabi and pro-
vides Telemedicine services for
Covid related cases, mental

health and video consultations
for non-Covid related cases.

Similarly, at least  40 doctors
from the Bihar chapter of the
Indian Medical Association have
volunteered to offer their services
by providing free medical con-
sultation over the phone to those
in dire need as COVID-19 cases
rage on in the state. Dr Ajay
Kumar, senior vice-president,
and Dr Sunil Kumar, general sec-
retary of IMA said that the doc-
tors have decided to make them-
selves available in two shifts
from 10 am to 12 pm and 4 pm
to 6 pm.

Not keen to leave behind,
the Union Defence Ministry
has urged the veteran officers of
Armed Forces Medical Services
(AFMS) to offer teleconsultation
to citizens amid the pandemic
crisis asking them to register
themselves on the e-Sehat Portal
wherein they can offer their
guidance, counselling and advice
to help provide succour those in
need.

Dr Alexander Kuruvilla,
chief health strategy officer on
digital health app ‘Practo’, a dig-
ital healthcare network noted
that the number of requests for
tele consultation has increased by
several times in the Covid-era.
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Kerala is in for major trou-
ble as hospitals have run

out of beds and oxygen, accord-
ing to Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan. Speaking to reporters
on Wednesday evening,
Vijayan said he has written a
letter to Prime Minister
Narendra Modi to help the
State to get at least 500 tonnes
of oxygen as the State is facing
a shortage of 1,000 tonnes of it.

Kerala diagnosed 41, 953
persons with Covid-19 during
the last 12 hours, said the
Chief Minister. “The day also
saw 58 persons succumbing to
the pandemic and the Test
Positivity Rate touching 25.69
per cent. Ernakulam district
which diagnosed more  than
6000 patients during the last 12
hours has become a serious
concern. People in the district
have been asked to stay indoors

and not to come out of their
houses. 

Total lock down has been
declared in all Panchayaths in
the district,” said the Chief
Minister. Towns like Aluwa,
Perumbavoor, Kothamangalam
wore the look of ghost towns as
this reporter took a drive along
the district on Wednesday, of
course with police permission. 

Things in Kerala have
taken a serious turn during the
last 12 hours as the Chief
Minister had told the media on
Tuesday that there was no
shortage of oxygen in the State.
But he had to make a volte-face
in the intervening period and
came out with the real situation
in the State.

Vijayan said that the
Covid-19 has spread over to
rural areas in the State, a hith-
erto unheard phenomenon.
“There is no vaccine as the
Centre has not parted with any

stock. This has affected the vac-
cination programme,” said
Vijayan.

Since the Government
Hospitals are facing severe
shortage of beds, directives
have been given to all hospitals
to admit only patients who are
in serious condition. “We have
just two more beds remaining
in the hospital and that is like-
lyto get filled in another one
hour. So whoever comes to this
hospital have to be turned
away or they may have to wait
till some patients succumb to
the pandemic,” said a senior
doctor in a Government
Hospital in Ernakulam.

The First Line Covid

Treatment Centre at
Perumbavoor with capability to
admit 300 patients have
stopped admitting category
one and two patients (those
who are in the primary and
secondary stages) and only
those in the last phase are
being admitted, said the doctor
in charge on condition that his
name  would not be given.

A seasoned physician who
has seen many medical emer-
gencies in the past said that
though the number of death
given on Wednesday was 58, he
was sure that it was a sup-
pressed figure. 

“The Government does
not want the people to get
panic. I along with my fellow
doctors in Ernakulam tabulat-
ed 20 deaths in the district
alone. There are 13 other dis-
tricts and the death rate in
these districts is anybody’s
guess,” he said.

Ahmedabad: The Gujarat Congress
on Wednesday  demanded that the
State Government supply the pri-
mary and community  health cen-
tres in rural parts with adequate
amount of vital medicines,  medical
equipment and testing kits to deal
with the rising cases of Covid-19.

The Opposition party claimed
the State Government has reduced
the number of RT-PCR tests in an
effort to 
hide coronavirus-related deaths.

The Congress said medicines,
oxygen cylinders, ventilators, ICU
ambulances, doctors, other medical
staff and RT-PCR testing facilities
should be provided in sufficient
numbers to health centres in rural
Gujarat.

A delegation of senior Congress
leaders met Chief Minister Vijay
Rupani at his residence in
Gandhinagar and urged him to
ensure that the rural populace is not
left to suffer in the second wave of
the pandemic.

Health facilities in rural Gujarat
are inadequate to deal with the pre-
sent crisis. The existing primary
and community health centres
(PHCs and CHCs) are not proper-
ty supplied with medicines and
other facilities required to deal with
the rising cases. PTI
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Tehreek-e-Hurriyat  chair-
man Mohammad Ashraf

Sehrai, who was lodged in
Udhampur jail under Public
Safety Act (PSA), died in
Government Medical College
hospital in Jammu on
Wednesday.

Sehrai,a close aide of sep-
aratist leader Syed Ali Shah
Geelani, was shifted from
Udhampur late Tuesday
evening after he complained of
breathlessness.  77-year-old
Sehrai was suffering from mul-
tiple ailments.

His family had recently
requested the J&K administra-
tion to release him “because his
health was falling in the jail”.  

He breathed his last
Wednesday morning. At the
time of admission his Rapid
Antigen test report was nega-
tive. He had tested positive for
Covid-19 on an RTPCR test
later.

The police authorities in
Jammu had informed his fam-
ily in Srinagar about his con-
dition after he was rushed to
the hospital in a critical con-
dition. His dead body was
handed over to his elder son
late  Wednesday evening after
completing the necessary for-
malities. 

Sehrai was lodged in a dis-
trict jail since July 2020 after the
killing of his son Junaid Sehrai,
a Hizbul Mujahideen com-
mander.

Sehrai, originally a Jamaat-
e-Islami leader, had floated

Tehreek-e-Hurriyat in 2003
with Syed Ali Geelani.

Following his death some
Kashmir based politicians once
again urged the Centre gov-
ernment to release political
prisoners and other detainees
lodged across different jails.

Former Chief Minister and
PDP Chief Mehbooba Mufti
tweeted, "Deeply saddened to
know about Ashraf Sehrai
sahab’s sudden demise. Like
him countless political prison-
ers & other detainees from J&K
continue to be jailed purely for
their ideologies & thought
process. In today’s India one
pays a price with his life for dis-
sent. The least GOI can do in
such dangerous circumstances
is to immediately release these
detainees on parole so that they
return home to their families".

Chairman of Jammu and
Kashmir Peoples Conference
Sajad Lone also posted a series
of tweets questioning the logic
behind keeping an infirm dying
person behind bars . In his
tweets Lone said, "Ashraf
Sehrai Sahib passes away. A
long political career comes to
an end. Ashraf Sahib struggled
all his life. A Jamaat ideo-
logue".

“...And why did he have to
die in incarceration and not at
his home amongst his kin and
loved ones. Have we become so
weak that an old infirm dying
person is a threat to the state.
I am not being critical. But
please introspect. Seharai Sahib
was a political leader not a ter-
rorist",Lone tweeted. 
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London: Members of the small
delegation accompanying
External Affairs Minister S
Jaishankar to the UK have
tested positive for Covid-19,
forcing the Minister to take his
remaining schedule here,
including his in-person meet-
ings at a G7 gathering, virtual
as a "measure of abundant
caution". "Was made aware
yesterday evening of exposure
to possible Covid positive
cases," Jaishankar said on
Twitter on Wednesday.

"As a measure of abundant
caution and also out of con-
sideration for others, I decid-
ed to conduct my engagements
in the virtual mode. That will
be the case with the G7
Meeting today as well," he said.

According to numerous
sources, two members of the
delegation tested positive on
Tuesday with further test
results still awaited.  

Sources in Delhi said all the
members of the Indian dele-
gation had tested negative for
COVID-19 before they left for
the UK on Sunday. " T e s t
result of all four were negative,"
said a source. They said
none of the delegation mem-
bers are unwell and India will
see what the British authorities
say about their protocol and
process. Jaishankar was to

join ministers from the other
G-7 guest nations for the first
formal gathering of the summit
over a working dinner on
Tuesday evening and further
meetings on Wednesday.

“We deeply regret that
Foreign Minister Dr Jaishankar
will be unable to attend the
meeting today in person and
will now attend virtually, but
this is exactly why we have put
in place strict Covid protocols
and daily testing,” a senior UK
diplomat at the Foreign,
Commonwealth and
Development Office (FCDO)
said.

A bilateral meeting sched-
uled with UK Foreign Secretary
Dominic Raab at Chevening in
Kent on Thursday is also
expected to take on a virtual
form.

Jaishankar arrived in
London on Monday for a four-
day visit at the invitation of
Raab to join the G7 Foreign
and Development Ministers

Meeting as one of the guest
ministers.“The addition of our
friends from Australia, India,
the Republic of Korea and
South Africa, as well as the
chair of ASEAN (Association of
Southeast Asian Nations)
reflects the growing signifi-
cance of the Indo Pacific region
for the G7,” said Raab.
The Indian delegation, yet to
attend the G7 meeting at
Lancaster House in London, is
not seen as posing a risk to the
summit itself.

At their other meetings
held over the past few days,
strict social distancing and
mask-wearing were observed
throughout and therefore
Public Health England (PHE)
have reportedly determined
the risk to those in the meet-
ings as low and not requiring
self-isolation. A diaspo-
ra-focussed event as part of the
Global Dialogue Series, hosted
by the Indian High
Commissioner to the UK Gaitri
Issar Kumar on Wednesday,
took on a completely virtual
shape instead of a planned
hybrid format. 

Earlier on Tuesday, the
External Affairs Minister met
UK Home Secretary Priti Patel
to sign a new Migration and
Mobility Partnership
Agreement.
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Two people died and two oth-
ers got seriously injured

after an oxygen cylinder explod-
ed during the refilling process
here on Wednesday, police said.

The incident took place at
an oxygen plant in the Chinhat
area of the city, Station House
Officer (SHO) Dhananjay
Pandey said, adding efforts
were on to ascertain the iden-
tity of the victims, who died on
the spot.

Meanwhile, Uttar Pradesh
Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
took cognizance of the incident
and expressed grief over the loss
of lives.
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Patient care facilities provided to
the Covid-19 patients inside

Government Medical college hospi-
tal in Jammu have come under the
scanner following increasing num-
ber of deaths of patients including
those with no comorbidities.

On Wednesday 28 patients suc-
cumbed to the virus across Jammu
region and 24 across Kashmir while
4,716 fresh cases of coronavirus
were detected taking the tally of
active positive cases to 39628.

Since May 1, a total number of
146 patients have succumbed to the
coronavirus across Jammu region
and  82 in Kashmir while 6656
patients tested positive across Jammu
division  and 13845 across Kashmir
division. 

According to the media bulletin,
"Majority of these deaths have been
reported in GMC Jammu".  Several
caretakers on Wednesday, while
waiting outside the mortuary of the
hospital complex leveled serious
allegations against the poor patient
care facilities provided to the patients. 

An employee of the GMC after
losing his daughter due to Covid 19
alleged, "after my daughter was
admitted in the hospital I requested
senior faculty to monitor her condi-
tion and provide quality patient
care services to save her life". He
alleged, "despite my regular pleas in
front of the nursing staff present
inside the ward my daughter was not
attended to. Even the medicines
prescribed were not administered to
her by the nursing staff and no senior
doctor visited the ward to supervise

the patient care services".
Weeping inconsolably he said,

"I lost my daughter in front of my
eyes. No senior doctor came there to
save her life." 

Another aggrieved son, while
waiting for the dead body of his
father claimed, "when we were
attending to our patient no one
stopped us from being present there
and now when our patient has died
they are not handing over his dead
body to us claiming they are follow-
ing a protocol . The son asked, "why
no such protocol of patient care was
followed when the patient was alive
and was in need of better patient care
facilities". They all appealed to the
government to  hold a detailed
inquiry and  punish the guilty for not
discharging their duties inside the
ward. 
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On a day when Mamata
Banerjee swore in as the

Chief Minister for the third
consecutive term, BJP nation-
al president on Wednesday
attacked her for provoking vio-
lence in the State 
alleging “she is one Chief
Minister whose hands are
smeared in blood” of the
Opposition workers.

Nadda, who visited the
houses of slain and attacked
party men in North 24
Parganas, said, “The BJP con-
demns Mamata Banerjee’s
coming to power through 
bloodshed … she has blood in
her hands.”

Alleging that the “mas-
sacre of opposition workers
particularly the BJP men are
pre-planned and is being car-
ried out with a definite design
…it reminds of the call for
‘direct action’” just before the
Independence, he said “when
our workers were being beaten,
killed and their 
houses were being looted the

Chief Minister was sitting silent
…despite the fact that she had
won the elections and was
absolutely in control … she was
watched things happening for
three consecutive days.”

The Trinamool leadership
however rejected the BJP’s
claims even as its senior
Minister Firhad Hakim said
that the violence was the result
of the provocative politics that
the saffron outfit started in
Bengal adding however that
“the Government is in control
and ensure that no violence
takes place… this is not Gujarat
or UP.”

The BJP leadership on
Wednesday staged a dharna in
front of its State party office at
Muralidhar Sen Lane in North
Kolkata.

“We shall fight this out
democratically,” Nadda said
adding “the BJP will root out
the TMC from Bengal one
day.” 

The party on Wednesday
started a helpline for the
attacked and evicted 
workers.
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With no let up in the continued surge in the Covid-19
fatalities and infections, Maharashtra on Wednesday

logged 920 deaths and 57,640 new cases, even as 57,006
patients were discharged from various hospitals across the
state.

A day after the state recorded 891 deaths and new 51,880
new cases, the daily deaths shot up by 29, while the daily
infections went up by 5,760.

With 920 new deaths, the total number of deaths in the
state climbed from  71742 to 72,662. Similarly, with 57,640
new infections, the total number of cases rose from
48,22,902 top 48,80,542.

As 57,006 patients were discharged from the hospitals
across the state after full recovery, the total number of peo-
ple discharged from the hospitals since the second week
of March last year went up to 41,64,098. The recovery rate
in the state for the first time in several days rose from 85.16
per cent to 85.32 per cent.

The total “active cases” in the state dropped from
6,41,910 to 6,41,569 cases. The fatality rate in the state stood
static at 1.49 per cent.

With 77 fresh deaths, the Covid-19 toll in Mumbai
increased from 13,434 to 13,511, while the infected cases
went up by 3882 to trigger a jump in the infections from
6,61,175 to 6,65,057.               

While Pune accounted for a maximum 1,14,254
“active cases” in the state, Nagpur stood second 58,944, fol-
lowed by Mumbai with 56,153, Nashik (46541), Thane
(44,716), Chandrapur (28,105), Ahmednagar (21,043),
Satara (21,025),  Solapur (20,630), Beed (15,037), Buldhana
(14,533), Jalgaon (12,465),   Latur (12038), Aurangabad
(11,541), Parbhani (10,043), Gondia (8529), Osmanabad
(8468), Bhandara (6729), Nanded (6436) and Nandurbar
(6181).

Of the 2,83,84,582 samples sent to laboratories,
48,80,542 have tested positive (17.19 per cent) for COVID-
19 until Wednesday
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Veteran actor Dilip Tahil’s son Dhruv
Tahil was arrested by the Anti-

Narcotics Cell (ANC) of Mumbai police
on Wednesday in a narcotics case, fol-
lowing the interrogation of an arrested
drug peddler.

Acting on the information provid-
ed by an alleged drug peddler
Muzammil Abdul Rahman Sheikh
Nama whom they 
had arrested on April 20, the ANC offi-
cials took Dhruv into custody and
recovered 35 grams of Mephedrone
from him.      

During the interrogation,

Muzammil reportedly confessed to the
police that he had supplied drugs to
Dhruv.

The examination of Dhruv’s call
records and WhatsApp chats confirmed
that he was in touch with Muzammil
since March 2019 and had ordered nar-
cotic drugs from the latter several
times.  

The investigators have also found
evidence to establish that Dhruv had
transferred money online to 
Muzammil six times for purchasing
drugs. 

Dhruv’s arrest came after the police
raided his residence and seized 35
grams of  Mephedrone from him.
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In an apparent indication of
converting the magnificent

electoral victory in Bengal into
a launch-pad for her national
ambitions in Delhi, Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee on
Wednesday asked the Centre to
come out with a transparent
pandemic policy for “the entire
country and all the States.”

Mamata, who swore in for
the third consecutive time, shot
off an “assertive” letter to the
Prime Minister wondering why
there was no transparent poli-
cy on vaccination and distrib-
ution of oxygen.

If she completes her third
terms she will be the second
Chief Minister to do so after
Jyoti Basu of the CPI(M) who
ruled the State for about 24
years. Apart from Basu and
Banerjee two other Chief
Ministers who had two succes-
sive stints were Bidhan Roy the
first Chief Minister and
Buddhadeb Bhattacharjee.

Armed with an emphatic
two-thirds majority in the just
concluded Assembly elections
Banerjee said that “we demand-

ed 3 crore vaccines but they are
sending only 1.5 lakh which is
peanuts… it seems as if they are
giving us alms to beggars.”

She said quoting the letter,
“In the letter we demanded
free vaccine for all … The main
issue which we highlighted in
the letter … that there is no
transparency in the policy for
oxygen , medicines and vac-
cines. Oxygen from our State is
being taken away and we are not
getting enough
vaccines.”

Banerjee had earlier com-
plained against the Centre’s
alleged discriminatory policies
policy regarding corona control
narrating how “the BJP ruled

States are getting more oxygen
and vaccines while others are
being neglected … in Gujarat
vaccines are being distributed
from BJP party offices.”

The Wednesday’s letter
looked like a formal reflection
of her earlier allegations when
she wrote “at the very outset, I
would again like to emphasise
free vaccination for all. You may
kindly recall my letter on 24th
February 2021, wherein I had
requested you to allow the gov-
ernment of West Bengal to
allow procurement of vaccine
from designated points for pro-
viding vaccination for the peo-
ple of the state free of cost. This
has not been addressed.”

Taking up the cudgel for
other States too she said “all
states should be treated equal-
ly and their needs should be
addressed” in an equitable man-
ner.

Soon after assuming charge
for the third term the Chief
Minister issued a “stern warn-
ing” for the violence mongers
asking “no one will be spared …
I have asked the SPs and DMs
to spare none who indulges in
violence.”

She alleged that a lot of fake
videos were being transmitted
by some people and that vio-
lence was taking place only in
areas where the BJP had won,
leading the opposition parties to
allege that “she has once again
resorted to partisan politics.”

Banerjee who reshuffled
the top police brass reinstating
DGP Virendra, and ADG (Law
and Order) Jawed Shamim
(These officers had been trans-
ferred by the Election
Commission) to their old posts
however said that her
Government would act impar-
tially without seeing political
colours.

She was speaking on the

continuing post-poll violence in
the State that has seen at least 17
people lose their lives the past
36 hours.  Earlier during the

swearing-in ceremony at the Raj
Bhavan the Chief Minister was
curtly reminded by the
Governor to ensure peace.
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Kolkata: Soon after assuming
power Bengal Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee on
Wednesday announced a num-
ber of restrictions to contain the
corona pandemic.

Among these restrictions
are suspending of all the sub-
urban trains, curtailing metro
and other public transport ser-
vices by half and imposing par-
tial curbs on the market. The
attendance of the Government
employees had already been
reduced to half. 

Asking the private con-
cerns to encourage work-from-
home system Banerjee said,
“Controlling corona situation is
my first priority and we will do
it anyway.” She said that no per-
son entering the State would be
allowed to do so without a RT-

PCR negative report.
“From 7th May onwards,

no flight will be allowed in
Bengal without all the RT-PCR
negative tests for all passengers.
We are seeing fake certificates
also, so random tests will be
done and if any passengers are
affected by Covid, they will be
quarantined,” she said.

Saying that all gatherings
save cultural and social ones will
be allowed Banerjee said such
gatherings should be allowed
only with prior permission and
with not more than 50 people.
Markets would open for 5 hours
per day she said. The timing for
all the shops, save groceries and
medicine outlets would be from
7 am to 10 am in the morning
and from 5 pm to 7 pm in the
evening.
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born, the TLP has gained
immense ground and now
confronts the State head on.
Some observers say this is
leading to a situation worse
than in even neighbouring
Afghanistan. Pakistan’s inter-
nal order is far from stable.
Imran is clearly reluctant to act
against the TLP, symptomatic
of the fault lines in a nuclear
weapon State. It appears that
the TLP is either powerfully
backed or is actually popular.

Regardless of the current
agitation, Pakistan’s econom-
ics have been steadily eroding.
Take a micro aspect; President
Ayub Khan had in the 1960s
apprehended that the country
would run out of beef unless
consumption was restrained.
So, he declared Fridays as
meatless days. Over time,
American aid to Pakistan rose
to $4 billion. This US largesse
might have helped import
essentials other than military
purchases. Life in Pakistan
went along merrily, but even-
tually this aid declined and
ended, forcing it to turn to
China. The Chinese alternative
is proving exorbitant in terms
of interest payments as well as
the likely dilution of sovereign-
ty. Pakistan has never had the
habit of paying taxes. Any rev-

enue from those who paid was
welcomed by the State.

The Pakistan Army is
exorbitantly expensive due to
its commercial ventures. Senior
officers are not only soldiers
but also run profitable enter-
prises. Since the advent to
power of General Zia-ul-Haq,
many institutions in Pakistan,
particularly the military, under-
went radicalisation. The armed
forces, like their Indian coun-
terparts, inherited a fine tradi-
tion from the British but have
now become part-soldiers and
part-Islamists. Many countries
mix religion and Government,
but mixing religion with the
Army is fraught with disaster.

None of this should come
as a surprise. Qaid-e-Azam
MA Jinnah was an excellent
advocate and a political
debater, but knew no gover-
nance. In any case, he was
dying with tuberculosis when
Pakistan came into being.
His successor Liaquat Ali
Khan was a zamindar, not a
nation-builder, and was assas-
sinated before long. It was
political musical chairs there-
after, with no Prime Minister
lasting for long. General Ayub
Khan seized power, a decisive
proof of governance failure.

Ayub was replaced by

General Yahya Khan who
presided over the secession of
East Pakistan, now Bangladesh.
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto as the PM
played for himself and not for
Pakistan. He tricked and mur-
dered his way to electoral vic-
tory. Zia-ul-Haq overthrew
his Government and hanged
him to become the President.
Zia Islamised Pakistan, but
did nothing beyond. Pakistan
has had three Constitutions, all
of which begin by stating that
the country’s sovereignty
belongs to Allah the Merciful,
something even Saudi Arabia’s
Constitution does not do.

Pakistan has had three
long phases of direct military
rule. General Musharraf, on the
morrow of the September 11,
2001, terror attacks in New
York, switched from Islam to
America. He had no choice. By
then Pakistan was already a
mess and nothing could be
done to reform or reorganise
it. Pakistan, by its very nature,
is an artificial State, created by
a brilliant lawyer who knew
nothing of history, politics and
governance. All he was
obsessed with was his place in
the hall of history.

(The writer is a well-known
columnist and an author. The
views expressed are personal.)
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There is an unreported
civil war raging in
Pakistan. The country
is on the boil as never

before, except when its eastern
wing rebelled and seceded in
1971. Several weeks ago, there
were huge processions in the
Sindh towns, with a few Indian
flags too being waved. Recently,
violent crowds were on the
rampage in Karachi, Rawalpindi
and Islamabad. This agitation
has already killed 100-odd peo-
ple, including at least four
policemen; others were injured
and some abducted. Prime
Minister Imran Khan’s regime
has blocked social media access
across the country, reflecting the
state of affairs. These protests
are ostensibly because of the
French Government’s stand that
the Charlie Hebdo cartoons of
Prophet Muhammad, published
in 2013, are an inalienable part
of the freedom of press.

The rioting in Pakistan is
being orchestrated by the
Tehreek-e-Labbaik-e-Pakistan
Ya Rasool Allah (TLPYRA).
One of the new extremist outfits,
also called the TLP, it is a Barelvi
party founded in 2015 by a vir-
ulent cleric, Khadim Rizvi. It is
an extremist Sunni organisation
advocating hatred of all others,
including Shias. Khadim passed
away in November 2020 but his
26-year old son, Saad Rizvi, now
leads the agitation. The TLP also
contested elections; it got 22
lakh votes in the 2018 polls.

The rioting has made most
French citizens leave Pakistan.
Whether Islamabad’s misrule is
approaching its climax, is not
India’s business. What is our
business though, is the apprehen-
sion of desperate common folk
crossing over into Rajasthan. We
are familiar with infiltration from
Pakistan’s former eastern wing
and have not been able to do
much about the millions illegal-
ly settled in India. Do we wish to
risk another episode, this time
from the western wing? The area
beyond Jaisalmer in Rajasthan is
not fenced, while other portions
have barbed wire fencing.

What should worry Pakistan
is that within five years of being
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Sir — This refers to the editorial ‘Emphatic
victory’ (May 4). In West Bengal, the BJP has
indeed managed to make inroads at the cost
of the Left and the Congress, whose major-
ity vote share has gone to the saffron party.
In spite of the BJP using all its might,
Mamata  Banerjee single-handedly managed
to win the “khela”.  She played wisely by not
trying hard to stop the defectors — who left
her just before the elections — to join the
rival camp. No wonder except a few, most
party-hoppers were punished by the voters. 

The Bengal elections also offer some
lessons to the PM and other BJP leaders who
crossed all limits while attacking the two-
term Chief Minister. The women voter, in
particular, have taken the PM’s catcalls like
“Didi O Didi” as an insult to the woman
considered the “daughter of Bengal”. This
proved counterproductive to the BJP. Also,
the State’s people felt that leaders like Amit
Shah shared meals with the poor only for a
photo-op. However, Mamata has enormous
responsibility now; she can no longer allow
corruption or “cut money” kind of gover-
nance.  It would be better to keep her nephew
at an arm’s length. She must realise that the
BJP is the sole Opposition now and should
be treated with the same respect as she her-
self expects from the PM.  At the same time,
she must keep working to check the BJP’s
further growth in the State.

N Nagarajan | Secunderabad
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Sir — This has reference to your editorial
‘Sticky wicket’ (May 5).  The results of the
local panchayat polls hold a warning for the
Yogi Adityanath Government in Uttar
Pradesh.  The SP and the Independents have
scored well.  The spike in the COVID cases,
large number of deaths, non-availability of
vaccines, oxygen and hospital beds all
directed the anger of the people towards the
BJP.  It is also a cause for its poor perfor-
mance in West Bengal, Tamil Nadu and
Kerala.  To tide over the pandemic situation,
the Centre should concentrate more on allo-
cation of medicines and other essentials to
the States without any politics.

Furthermore, along with Punjab and
UP, some six States are likely to go to polls
in 2022.  So it should read the writing on
the wall.  Already the BJP has been brand-
ed as a communal party.  It should strive for
development of the have-nots in the State
and provide jobs to its unemployed youth.
The BJP should do introspection. It should
start working towards course correction and
change its political strategy. If it fails to change
its image and help the needy, 2022 will real-
ly be a sticky wicket for the BJP in UP.   

Sravana Ramachandran | Chennai 
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Sir —  The recent West Bengal Assembly
election results have given a clear message
to the turncoats who had switched sides
from their mother party, the TMC, to the
BJP for selfish interests, including designa-
tions and money. The muscle power and

abuse of Government machinery can’t also
be ruled out by the Central Government.
The people have given a clear message to
the political parties that they never vote for
the opportunists, while those who really
work for the public get its support.

The results have also come as a lesson
to the national leaders to pivot their atten-
tion only to the issues of national interest
and to limit their role in the Assembly elec-
tions. It is a matter of concern that the BJP
opted to focus its time and energy on the
Assembly polls. Had it done so much hard
work to control the pandemic, our country
would not have been suffering from this
grave situation; thereby saving the valuable
lives of thousands of citizens.

Navneet Seth | Punjab
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Rushing from one home to another in Wadgaon
village of Yavatmal in northern Maharashtra,
health worker Babybai Fakira Shinde cannot

afford to take a breather. Working to keep COVID-
19 at bay, while caring for others, Babybai races
between households to meet her job targets. An
Accredited Social Health Activist — or ASHA, an
acronym that translates as “hope” in Hindi — is the
Government’s recognised health worker who is usu-
ally the first port of call for any health-related
demands in rural India, where healthcare facilities
are scant and medical professionals can be hard to
find. In many villages there are 1,000 to 1,500 peo-
ple in each ASHA’s care.

India features close to the bottom in interna-
tional rankings in most health indices. The COVID-
19 pandemic has exposed the fundamental prob-
lems plaguing the healthcare system, be it physical
infrastructure, manpower or health management.
At least two-thirds of India’s 1.3 billion people
depend on the public healthcare system, but the
country has only 8.5 hospital beds and eight physi-
cians per 10,000 people. Compare this with Japan
and South Korea, who have 120 and 130 beds per
10,000 people respectively. As a result, many
Indian communities, especially women and chil-
dren, rely on ASHAs for primary healthcare.

On account of the burgeoning costs of private
healthcare and the inability of public healthcare to
respond to the needs of the huge population, India’s
remote villages have been traditionally relying on
indigenous health systems of basic care supported
by community agents. Community health workers
are greatly improving the life of millions of people
where doctors and nurses don’t go. Community
healthcare providers, like paramedics, are taught
essential services such as maternal and child
healthcare. The strategy is to move beyond doctors
and nurses and shift down to lay people, peers and
family.

Any visitor to a village where these communi-
ty healthcare models are the primary drivers of
awareness will marvel at the ability of the ASHAs
to connect with and explain things to women. Their
lack of a degree is not a handicap, it is an advan-
tage. They understand how to reach the people who
most need reaching out to: The illiterate, vulnera-
ble and poor village women. They know how they
think and live, because they are one of them. 

The efficacy of the ASHAs can be seen in the
impact they have made on India’s healthcare indi-
cators. Their efforts have contributed to a 59.9 per
cent decline in maternal mortality and a 49.2 per
cent decline in infant mortality. Under their aegis,
immunisation rates for the country increased
from 44 per cent to 62 per cent and institutional
deliveries doubled from 39 per cent to 78 per cent.
This example underscores that there is scope to
develop frontline cadres in other sectors as well. The
water and agriculture sectors, in particular, would
benefit significantly from stronger involvement of
frontline cadres.

In an administrative unit, four to five ASHA
workers report to one Auxiliary Nurse-Midwife
(ANM). They go door-to-door in their signature
pink saris educating people about maternal and child
health, contraception, immunisation and sanitation,
as well as enrolling them in health programmes and
monitoring the results.  

Currently, India has approximately 9,00,000

ASHA workers and they perform
several other duties that make their
role peripatetic. For the work that
ASHAs do, they are paid an hono-
rarium and performance-linked top-
ups. A typical monthly honorarium
is �2,000-�4,500 depending on which
State they belong to. Over and above
this honorarium, they receive small
incentives for completing specific
“recurring” tasks. They receive
receives �100  for vaccinating  a child
against measles, mumps and rubel-
la, �40 for reporting a child death,
�300 for accompanying a woman to
a hospital for childbirth, �600 for
delivering a baby for a family living
below the poverty line and �1,000  for
administering TB treatment over six-
seven months. They are being paid
an additional �1,000 for COVID-19
interventions. 

Be it heading up village mater-
nal care or running vaccination dri-
ves, ASHA workers are a linchpin.
But they  face a number of challenges
in performing their jobs, including
insufficient training, high work-
loads, poor support for home visits,
poor credibility in the community,
difficulty addressing sensitive topics
with families and little or no feedback
about performance. They are treat-
ed like volunteers, not even entitled
to minimum wages. 

This model has been inspired by
innovative experiments like that of
SEARCH (the Society for Education,
Action and Research in Community
Health), in the district of Gadchiroli,
and the Comprehensive Rural Health
Project, in the district of Jamkhed.

The promoters of these innovations
believe that sicknesses in rural areas
could be prevented with clean water,
proper waste-disposal systems and
more diverse farming. They believe
that they do not need experts. An
array of women like village health
workers is enough, if they are prop-
erly trained and supported. Both
these local healthcare providers
recruit ordinary women to take care
of their village’s health. The health
workers create awareness about
hand-washing, nutrition, breast-
feeding and simple home remedies.

Technology can enable India to
leapfrog into an advanced healthcare
system that fulfils the vision of the
national health policy of promoting
wellness, universal access and afford-
able care for all Indians. The National
Digital Health Mission (NDHM)
seeks to enable this by bridging the
existing gap among different stake-
holders of the healthcare ecosystem
through digital highways. Many
ASHA workers are graduates and
others are educated to at least Class
10. Basic training on technology
along with access to tablets or smart-
phones can transform the ASHA
worker into a Digital Health Agent
to deliver healthcare solutions to the
masses.  

While ASHA workers have the
potential to play a wider role in rural
healthcare their service conditions
need to be improved. ASHAs do not
have regular salaries, partly because
their work is supposed to be volun-
tary and part-time. Even though the
Code on Social Security, 2020 aims

to include formal and informal sec-
tors under a social safety net, it
excludes several categories of work-
ers, including ASHA and Anganwadi
workers. The Code on Wages, too,
has left this constituency out of its
coverage, depriving employees of a
fixed minimum wage.

The ASHAs are identified more
as facilitators for appropriate care and
the community has less acceptance
for their curative role. In future, the
ASHAs could be leveraged intensive-
ly on diagnosing health conditions to
promote a comprehensive commu-
nity health management approach.
The more capable among them
could be trained to handle more
advanced problems. This will be rel-
evant for cost-effective elderly care
and settings with increasing chron-
ic disease burden. 

The ASHA programme could
motivate and empower the local lay
women on community health issues.
The desire to gain social recognition,
a sense of social responsibility and
self-efficacy enhances the motivation
of ASHAs. Linking their incentives
directly with each activity ensures
their performance. The improve-
ments in the healthcare delivery sys-
tem might further enhance their
motivation and enable them to gain
the community’s trust. The manage-
ment of ASHAs needs to change with
adequate supportive supervision,
skill and knowledge enhancement
and enabling working modalities if
we want them to become an effec-
tive grassroots cadre that is both
resilient and impactful.
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The devastating impact
of COVID-19 last year
caused the world

economies to shrink by three
per cent, the steepest slow-
down since the Great
Depression of the 1930s.
These grim economic condi-
tions, trying as they were, also
provided a rare opportunity
to reset the equation between
economic growth and envi-
ronmental conservation —
paving the way for a more
nature-inclusive economic
growth. 

As the world tried to
stagger to its feet, nations
pledged trillions of dollars in
COVID relief in the process,
creating a once-in-a-genera-
tion chance to make planet-
friendly investments —and
save the Earth from a loom-
ing environmental catastro-
phe. But one year down the
line, economic recovery
seems to have more or less

started but “green” recovery is
nowhere in sight.

As per the Global
Recovery Observatory (GRO)
report that has been compiled
in association with the
Oxford University Economic
Recovery Project, the United
Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) and
Deutsche Gesellschaft für
I n t e r n a t i o n a l e
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ), only
a meagre 2.5 per cent of the
total COVID-19 recovery
spending is on reducing
greenhouse gas emissions
and protecting natural capi-
tal. The report further discov-
ered that green spending is
concentrated in wealthier
countries, thus threatening to
reinforce dangerous pre-pan-
demic inequities. 

This is a pity and a lost
chance because  COVID-19
recovery funding was a mas-
sive opportunity to accelerate

action on the three crises fac-
ing humanity : Climate
change, biodiversity loss and
pollution.

The GRO report points
out that despite the severity of
the air pollution, which caus-
es up to nine million deaths
annually, only 16 per cent of
the total recovery spending is
deemed to potentially reduce
air pollution. 

While on the front of
preserving natural capital or
the global stock of natural
resources and reversing
ecosystem degradation, only
three per cent of recovery
spending is deemed to have
an impact on this sphere.
Looking at the findings of the
report it becomes clear that
the world is still unwilling to
learn lessons from the pan-
demic and refuses the oppor-
tunity to invest in green cap-
ital in order to safeguard the
environment. 

As the world prepares to
revert to the old template of
putting the economy first
and the environment sec-
ond, India must steer clear
and chart a more ecological-
ly responsible economic
recovery strategy that is based
on investing in the environ-
ment. 

It is a popular opinion
that economic growth runs
contrary to ecological preser-
vation, but the pandemic
period has shown that sole
economic growth in the
absence of ecological safe-
guards is prosperity without
insurance. India must build
on this learning by shifting
the focus away from the
scarcity of raw materials
towards the deterioration of
natural regulatory functions
such as the climate system,
water cycle and biodiversity.
This is critical because we can
find substitutes for scarce
natural resources, but we
cannot replace a natural reg-
ulatory system, which is
incredibly complex and forms
an integral part of the nation’s
environmental green capital.

As a part of conserving
the natural regulatory system,
India must also develop a
method to assign value to the

costs of damage to these reg-
ulatory functions of nature
incurred in the course of
achieving economic growth.
This change in perspective
justifies innovations like  the
carbon tax, which addresses
not the scarcity of carbon but
the inability of the atmos-
phere to absorb large
amounts of carbon without
upsetting the climate system. 

This approach to natural
resources will not only ben-
efit both businesses and the
environment, but will also
help quantify the loss to the
environment in monetary
terms on account of eco-
nomic progress.

India’s environmental
investment initiative must
start with its urban spaces.
Rapid urbanisation, coupled
with incoherent policies and
inadequate urban infrastruc-
ture have made our cities
among the most vulnerable to

climate change and a deteri-
orating environment. 

The outbreak has already
shown how global shocks
can further unearth the evils
of decades of mismanage-
ment of cities. Ironically, but
not surprisingly, urban resi-
dents of slums and squatter
settlements bear the maxi-
mum brunt and this, in turn,
exacerbates existing socio-
spatial gaps in our cities.
Investment into green infra-
structure as a development
priority can remedy India’s
urban sprawls and help cre-
ate liveable, environmentally
sustainable and efficient cities
for all citizens.

India must set a global
example whereby investments
in the well-being of the envi-
ronment should occupy the
top spot. This will ensure an
economically and ecologi-
cally secure future of the
nation.
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Nepal's embattled Prime
Minister KP Sharma Oli-

led government on Wednesday
lost majority support in the
House of Representatives after
the CPN (Maoist Center) led by
Pushpakamal Dahal
"Prachanda" officially with-
drew support to it.

The party submitted a let-
ter to this effect to the
Parliament Secretariat, inform-
ing about its decision to with-
draw support to the govern-
ment, according to a senior
leader of the party, Ganesh
Shah.

Chief Whip of the Maoist
Center Dev Gurung handed
over the letter to officials at the
Parliament Secretariat, he said.

After handing over the let-
ter Gurung told the media
persons that the party decided
to withdraw support to the Oli
government as the govern-
ment had breached the
Constitution and the govern-
ment's recent activities have
posed threat to democratic
procedures and national sov-
ereignty.    

After the withdrawal of
support, the Oli government
has lost its majority in the
House of Representatives.

The decision of the Maoist
party to withdraw support to
the government comes two
days after Oli announced that
he will seek a vote of confi-
dence in Parliament on May 10.

The Maoist Center has a
total of 49 lawmakers in the
lower house. Since the ruling
CPN-UML has a total of 121
lawmakers, Prime Minister Oli
is short of 15 lawmakers to save
his government in the 275-
member House.

Meanwhile, Prime Minister
Oli on Wednesday visited the
residence of main Opposition
leader Nepali Congress
President Sher Bahadur Deuba
at Budhanilkantha, 10 km
North of Kathmandu, to seek
his support to save the gov-
ernment.

The two leaders discussed

the latest political develop-
ments in the country, accord-
ing to sources close to Nepali
Congress.

Nepal plunged into a polit-
ical crisis on December 20 last
year after President Bidya Devi
Bhandari dissolved the House
and announced fresh elections
on April 30 and May 10 at the
recommendation of Prime
Minister Oli, amidst a tussle for
power within the ruling Nepal
Communist Party (NCP).

Oli's move to dissolve the
House sparked protests from a
large section of the NCP led by
his rival 'Prachanda', also a co-
chair of the ruling party.

In February, the apex court
reinstated the dissolved House
of Representatives, in a setback
to embattled Prime Minister
Oli who was preparing for
snap polls.

A five-member
Constitutional bench led by
Chief Justice Cholendra
Shumsher JBR annulled the
government's decision to dis-
solve the lower house of
Parliament and ordered the
government to summon the
House session within the next
13 days.

Oli repeatedly defended
his move to dissolve the House
of Representatives, saying some
leaders of his party were
attempting to form a "parallel
government".

As many as 13 writ peti-
tions were filed at the apex
court seeking the restoration of
the lower house of Parliament. 
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Myanmar's security forces
moved in and the street

lamps went black. In house
after house, people shut off
their lights.

Huddled inside her home
in Yangon, 19-year-old Shwe
dared to peek out her window.
A flashlight shone back, and a
man's voice ordered her not to
look. Two gunshots rang out.
Then a man's scream: “HELP!”

When the military's trucks
finally rolled away, Shwe and
her family emerged to look for
her 15-year-old brother.

“I could feel my blood
thumping,” she says. “I had a
feeling that he might be taken.”

Across the country,
Myanmar's security forces are
arresting and forcibly disap-
pearing thousands of people,
especially boys and young men,
in a sweeping bid to crush a
three-month uprising against a
military takeover.

In most cases, the families
of those taken don't know
where they are, according to an
Associated Press analysis of
more than 3,500 arrests since
February. UNICEF, the UN
children's agency, is aware of

around 1,000 cases of children
or young people who have
been arbitrarily arrested and
detained, many without access
to lawyers or their families. 

It is a technique the mili-
tary has long used to instill fear
and crush pro-democracy
movements. The boys and
young men are taken from
homes, businesses and streets.
Some end up dead.?Many are

imprisoned and sometimes
tortured. Many more are miss-
ing. 

“We've definitely moved
into a situation of mass
enforced disappearances,” says
Matthew Smith, cofounder of
the human rights group Fortify
Rights, which has collected
evidence of detainees being
killed in custody.“We're docu-
menting and seeing widespread

and systematic arbitrary
arrests.” 

The AP is withholding
Shwe's full name to protect her
from retaliation by the military. 

The autobody shop in
Shwe's neighborhood was a
regular hangout for local boys.
On the night of March 21, her
brother had gone there to chill
out like he usually did. 

As Shwe approached the

shop, she saw it had been ran-
sacked. Frantic, she and her
father scoured the building for
any sign of their beloved boy.

But he was gone, and the
floor was covered in blood. 

Ever since Myanmar's mil-
itary seized control in
February,?faces of the missing
have flooded the Internet.
Recently, photos of young peo-
ple detained by security forces
also have begun circulating
online and on military-con-
trolled television, their faces
bloodied, with clear markings
of beatings and possible torture. 

At least 3,500 people have
been detained since the mili-
tary takeover began, more than
three-quarters of whom are
male, according to an analysis
of data collected by the
Assistance Association for
Political Prisoners, which mon-
itors deaths and arrests. Of the
419 men whose ages were
recorded in the group's data-
base, nearly two-thirds are
under age 30, and 78 are
teenagers. 

Nearly 2,700 of the
detainees are being?held at
undisclosed locations, an
AAPP spokesman said. 

“The military are trying to

turn civilians, striking workers,
and children into enemies,”
says Ko Bo Kyi, AAPP's joint
secretary. “They think if they
can kill off the boys and young
men, then they can kill off the
revolution.”  

After receiving questions
from the Associated Press, the
military, known as the
Tatmadaw, called a Zoom press
conference, during which it
dubbed the AAPP a “baseless
organization,” suggested its
data is inaccurate, and denied
security forces are targeting
young men. 

“The security forces are not
arresting based on genders and
ages,” said Capt. Aye Thazin
Myint, a military spokes-
woman.

“They are only detaining
anyone who is rioting, protest-
ing, causing unrest, or any
actions along those lines.”

Some of those snatched by
security forces were protesting.
Some have links to the mili-
tary's rival political party.
Others are taken for no dis-
cernable reason. They are typ-
ically charged with Section
505(A) of the Penal Code,
which, in part, criminalizes
any comments that “cause fear.”
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Teams of experts are pro-
jecting Covid-19’s toll on

the US will fall sharply by the
end of July, according to
research released by the
Government on Wednesday.

But they also warn that a
"substantial increase" in hospi-
talizations and deaths is possi-
ble if unvaccinated people do
not follow basic precautions
such as wearing a mask and
keeping their distance from
others.

The Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention paper
included projections from six
research groups. Their assign-
ment was to predict the course
of the U.S. epidemic between
now and September under dif-

ferent scenarios, depending on
how the vaccination drive pro-
ceeds and how people behave.

Mainly, it's good news.
Even under scenarios involving
disappointing vaccination rates,
Covid-19 cases, hospitaliza-
tions and deaths are expected
to drop dramatically by the end
of July and continue to fall
afterward.

The CDC is now reporting
an average of about 3,50,000
new cases each week, 35,000
hospitalisations and over 4,000
deaths.

Under the most optimistic
scenarios considered, by the
end of July new weekly nation-
al cases could drop below
50,000, hospitalizations to
fewer than 1,000, and deaths to
between 200 and 300. 
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President Joe Biden set a
new vaccination goal to

deliver at least one shot to 70%
of adult Americans by July
Fourth as he tackles the vexing
problem of winning over the
"doubters" and those unmoti-
vated to get inoculated. 

Demand for vaccines has
dropped off markedly nation-
wide, with some states leaving
more than half their available
doses unordered. Aiming to
make it easier to get shots, Biden
on Tuesday called for states to
make vaccines available on a
walk-in basis and he will direct
many pharmacies to do likewise.

His administration for the
first time also is moving to shift
doses from states with weaker
demand to areas with stronger
interest in the shots.
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Bangladesh on Wednesday
temporarily suspended the

registration for Covid-19 jabs
due to the vaccine shortage in the
country, amid a delay in the
timely arrival of shipments from
India, a senior health official said.

Bangladesh is a prime
recipient of
Oxford/AstraZeneca vaccines
produced by India's Serum
Institute, but the alarming
surge in the positive cases in
India has created uncertainty
over its expected availability in
Bangladesh in due time.

India in January gifted 3.2

million doses of domestically
manufactured coronavirus vac-
cine to Bangladesh as part of its
'Neighbourhood First' policy.
Dhaka also purchased 30 mil-
lion doses of the India-made
vaccine and under an agree-
ment received seven million
doses in two consignments
until February. The third con-
signment, which was expected
in March, is yet to reach.

"We have temporarily halt-
ed the registration as the
expected supply of vaccines
have not reached yet in line
with the agreement (from
India)," Directorate General
of Health Services (DGHS)
Additional Director General
Professor Meerjadi Sabrina
told a media briefing here.

The existing vaccine stocks
would be used to administer
the second dose  among the
recipients of the first doses, she
said.< ��� <���$�

Germany and the World
Health Organization say

the country will set up and host
a global monitoring center to
help prepare for and prevent
future public health threats
like the Covid-19 pandemic.

The “global hub for pan-
demic and epidemic intelli-
gence” based \in Berlin was
announced Wednesday and will
be coordinated by WHO. It
aims to collect data, monitor
risks and help drive innovations.

“The current Covid-19
pandemic has taught us that we
can only fight pandemics and
epidemics together,” said
German Chancellor Angela
\Merkel, saying the hub will
bring together governmental,
academic and private sectors.

WHO Director-General
Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus
says the pandemic has “exposed
gaps in the global systems for
pandemic and epidemic intel-
ligence.”
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Canada's health regulator
has authorised Pfizer's

Covid-19 vaccine for ages 12
and older. Dr Supriya Sharma,
chief medical adviser at Health
Canada, on Wednesday con-
firmed the decision for the ages
to 12 to 15 and said it will help
children return to a normal life. 

The vaccine was previous-
ly authorised for anyone 16 or
older. The US Food and Drug
Administration is also expect-
ed to authorise \Pfizer's vaccine
for young people by next week,
setting up shots for many
before the beginning of the

next school year. The
announcement comes barely a
month after the company
found that its shot, which is
already authorised for those age
16 and older, also provided pro-
tection for the younger group. 

Pfizer in late March
released preliminary results
from a vaccine study of 2,260
US volunteers ages 12 to 15
showing there were no cases of
Covid-19 among fully vacci-
nated adolescents compared
with 18 among those given
dummy shots.

Sharma said the evidence is
there that the vaccine is safe
and effective in that age group.

It is the first vaccine approved
for children in Canada. 

Sharma said about one-
fifth of all cases of Covid-19 in
Canada have occurred in chil-
dren and teenagers, and having
a vaccine for them is a critical
part of Canada's plan.

She said while most kids
don't experience serious illness
from Covid-19, a vaccine also
helps protect their friends and
family who may be at higher
risk of complications.

"It will also support the
return to a more normal life for
our children, who have had
such a hard time over the past
year," she said.
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James Cook was an enthusi-
astic supporter of Scottish

independence, but now he's not
so sure. 

As Scotland holds an elec-
tion Thursday that could be a
stepping stone to the breakup
of the United Kingdom, the
seafood wholesaler has more
urgent things on his mind.
Britain's exit from the
European Union and the coro-
navirus pandemic have caused
economic upheaval, and he
says it's not the right time to
gamble on independence.

“A third major event could
be cataclysmic for us,” Cook
said.

Kathmandu: Authorities in
the Nepalese capital on
Wednesday extended the lock-
down in Kathmandu and sur-
rounding districts till May 12
due to the spike in Covid-19
cases.

Nepal on Tuesday record-
ed yet another highest single-
day rise of 7,660 new cases of
the coronavirus. The health
ministry also confirmed 55
new deaths in the past 24
hours, which is so far the high-
est number of fatalities record-
ed in a single day.

The local authorities have
extended the ongoing pro-
hibitory orders in the
Kathmandu Valley till May 12. 

The decision to extend the
lockdown by another one week
in three districts Kathmandu,
Lalitpur and Bhaktapur comes
as the Covid-19 cases contin-
ue to rise every day across
Nepal, authorities said. PTI

Johannesburg: South African
Health Minister Zweli Mkhize
has sought to allay fears of peo-
ple after netizens expressed con-
cerns over the entry of Indian
Covid-19 variant in the country
following crew of two ships- one
coming from India and anoth-
er on its way there-tested posi-
tive for the deadly virus.

The remarks on social
media intensified after 14 crew
members of a cargo carrier from
India, which arrived in Durban,
on Sunday tested positive.

The 14 were among the
entire crew that was tested
after the ship arrived in Durban
on Sunday. AP
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Facebook's Oversight Board
on Wednesday upheld the

social media giant's decision to
suspend former US President
Donald Trump's account in
January after the Capitol riots,
but criticised the indefinite
suspension and gave the com-
pany six months to reexamine
its arbitrary penalty.

"(The then) President
Trump's actions on social
media encouraged and legit-
imised violence and were a
severe violation of Facebook's
rules," said Thomas Hughes,
Director of the Oversight
Board Administration, which
was created by Facebook as an
independent oversight body.

"By maintaining an
unfounded narrative of elec-
toral fraud and persistent calls
to action, Trump created an
environment where a serious
risk of violence was possible.
Facebook's decision to sus-

pend the President on January
7 was the right one," he said as
the board upheld Facebook's
decision on January 7 to sus-
pend Trump from Facebook
and Instagram. 

Noting that Facebook failed
to impose a proper penalty, the
Board said that instead of apply-
ing one of its established
account-level penalties for
severe violations, Facebook
devised an ‘indefinite' suspen-
sion which is not included in
their content policies.

This arbitrary penalty gave
Facebook total discretion over
whether to lift or maintain the
suspension, with no criteria
that can be scrutinised by users
or external observers, it said in
a statement.

"The Board rejects
Facebook's request for it to
endorse indefinite suspension,
which gives the company total
discretion over when to lift or
impose and isn't supported by
their content policies. 
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The No. 2 House Republican
publicly called on

Wednesday for the removal of
Rep. Liz Cheney from the
party's leadership, adding
momentum to the drive to
topple her after she clashed
repeatedly with former
President Donald Trump. 

Rep. Steve Scalise, the
House GOP whip, is backing
New York GOP Rep. Elise
Stefanik for Cheney's post, said
Scalise spokesperson Lauren
Fine. The public statement
from the Louisiana Republican
was the first explicit call from
GOP leadership for the ouster
of Cheney from the party's No.
3 leadership job.

In yet another powerful
blow against Cheney, Trump
will soon endorse Stefanik to
replace her, said a person famil-
iar with the former President's
plans who was granted
anonymity to discuss them.

Birmingham (US): Relentless
wind and rain keeps pum-
melling much of the south-
eastern United States, spawn-
ing tornadoes, sparking a flash
flood emergency in Alabama
and damaging homes from
Texas to Virginia. The storms
have prompted boat rescues
and toppled trees and power
lines.

Crews were preparing to
continue cleaning up debris
and assessing destruction
across the region early on
Wednesday, as some schools
cancelled classes or moved
them online due to damage on
campuses and surrounding
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areas.
The National Weather

Service's prediction centre
warned Wednesday morning
that flash flooding could also
now affect the Central Gulf
Coast with storms shifting
southeast and rain continuing
to soak much of the region.

The storms have been
responsible for at least three
deaths and dozens of injuries
this week, and more than
242,500 customers were with-
out power from Texas to
Maryland early Wednesday,
including about 90,000 in
Alabama, about 80,900 in
Mississippi, about 28,800 in
Georgia and about 25,700 in
Virginia.
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Israeli President Reuven
Rivlin on Wednesday asked

Opposition leader Yair Lapid to
form a new government, after
beleaguered Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu failed to
meet a midnight deadline of
forming a coalition.

President Rivlin's
announcement on live television
gave opposition a chance to end
lengthy rule of Prime Minister
Netanyahu, who is at the helm
of politics since 2009 — becom-
ing Israel's longest-serving pre-
mier. Lapid, 57, now has four
weeks to build a coalition.

Earlier in the day, President
Rivlin met with Yesh Atid
party's chairman, Lapid, and
Yamina party's chairman,
Naftali Bennett at the
President's Residence. 

At his request, the rest of
the party leaders submitted
their recommendations for the
second mandate.
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Imposition of partial lock-
downs and curfews in many

parts of the country, due to re-
emergence of Covid-19 pan-
demic, has created incipient
signs of economic slowdown in
the coming months, industry
chamber PHDCCI said on
Wednesday.

It also said that the strong
growth of GST collections may
partly be attributed to the sig-
nificant acceleration in input
costs vis-a-vis increase in
commodity prices.

It added that the second
wave of Covid-19 has struck
like a storm throughout the
country and the coronavirus
has entered every household
and is affecting the lives of
everyone.

“The re-emergence of the
pandemic situation with partial
lockdowns and curfews in

many parts of the country has
created incipient signs of eco-
nomic slowdown in the com-
ing months,” the chamber said.

Going forward, it said,
there is a need to fuel the dri-
vers of household consumption
and private investments to
enhance aggregate demand in
the economy with calibrated
and well-timed steps.

“We request an adequate
stimulus to support the econ-
omy, trade, and industry in this
extremely difficult time,” it
said in a statement.

Further, on the announce-
ments of the RBI, it said the cal-
ibrated, sequenced, and
“well–timed” measures
announced by the central bank
are highly encouraging as these
measures will provide liquidi-
ty, bring down the cost of cap-
ital and mitigate the daunting
impact of the second wave of
pandemic COVID-19.
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Investment in health, educa-
tion and social protection

alongside deeper regional
cooperation can help countries
in Asia Pacific region in achiev-
ing equitable recovery from the
pandemic, Asian Development
Bank (ADB) said on
Wednesday.

Speaking at the board of
governors meeting, ADB
President Masatsugu Asakawa
said the region can emerge
from the Covid-19 pandemic
even stronger than before by
addressing climate, inequality,
infrastructure, regional coop-
eration and resource mobilisa-
tion related challenges.

Highlighting that ADB
was quick to respond to the
coronavirus outbreak by grant-
ing assistance followed by USD

20 billion Covid-19 assistance
package, he said ADB will
continue to deliver its “unique
synergy of finance, knowledge
and partnerships”.

“We will prioritize the
quality of our assistance over
quantity, meeting near-term
needs with a clear vision for the
future. 

If we stay on this course, I
am confident the region will
emerge from the current crisis
even stronger than before,”
Asakawa said while speaking
on ‘Toward a Lasting and
Equitable Recovery: ADB’s
Leadership and 

Country Presence during
the COVID-19 Crisis’.

He counted five
areas to be critical to achieving
a lasting and equitable recov-
ery for Asia and the Pacific.

“First, we must place

ambitious climate actions at the
centre of development, with
increased focus on adaptation
and resilience, and with full
commitment to the goals of the
Paris Agreement. Second, we
need to address inequality
including the gender gap—
which has worsened during the
pandemic—by investing in
health, education, and social
protection,” he said.

Further, high quality green
and digital infrastructure
should be promoted to rebuild
smartly while closing the dig-
ital gap and attracting sub-
stantial private investment, he
said, adding regional coopera-
tion and integration should be
deepened, so that the develop-
ing member countries can seize
the opportunities of renewed
globalization and strengthen
regional health security.
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The rupee snapped its two-
day winning streak and

closed 6 paise lower at 73.91
against the US currency on
Wednesday due to forex out-
flows and a stronger dollar in
overseas markets.

Gains in Indian equities
and the Covid relief steps
announced by the RBI on
Wednesday restricted the
rupee’s fall.

The dollar rose to a two-
week high in global markets
after US Treasury Secretary
Janet Yellen suggested a rate
hike to stop the US economy
from overheating.

According to Dilip
Parmar, Research Analyst at
HDFC Securities, the rupee fell
in line with Asian currencies
amid stronger dollar. However,
the rupee manages to recoup
some of intra-day losses after
the RBI announced new loan
relief measures along with liq-
uidity support.
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The RBI on Wednesday
allowed certain individual

and small borrowers more time
to repay their debt and pro-
vided a �50,000 crore special
window to banks to lend to
vaccine makers, hospitals and
Covid-related health infra-
structure as it looked to cush-
ion the pandemic’s blow to the
economy.  

The loan recast of up to
two years will be available to
individuals and small and
medium enterprises that did
not restructure their loans in
2020 and were classified as
standard accounts till March
2021, RBI Governor
Shaktikanta Das said.  

This facility will be avail-
able to borrowers with a total
exposure of �25 crore.  

As much as 90 per cent of
the total borrowers will be
covered by this restructuring,
according to Indian Banks’
Association.  

Last year, the RBI had
allowed banks to restructure
loans of small borrowers by
extending repayment period
for up to 2 years. 

In the present recast,
banks have been allowed to
restructure loans through
means such as extending tenure
or renegotiating interest rate.  

Das said RBI will give Rs
50,000 crore of liquidity sup-
port to banks to lend to the
healthcare sector, including

vaccine manufacturers,
importers/ suppliers of vaccines
and priority medical devices,
with tenors up to three years at
the repo rate.  

This facility will be avail-
able until March 31, 2022.  

He also announced that
RBI will buy Rs 35,000 crore of
bonds under the Government
Securities Acquisition
Programme (G-SAP) -- India’s
version of quantitative easing -
- on May 20.  

Also announced was a
special three-year long-term
repo operation of Rs 10,000
crore for small finance banks
(SFBs), and banks being
allowed to maintain lower
reserves for advances made to
small borrowers.  

Just as the economy
appeared to be inching back to
normalcy, India was hit by a
second wave of infections in
early April, prompting states
and cities to restrict public
movements and impose lock-
downs, which have hit some
businesses hard.  

India added 3,82,315 virus
cases over the last 24 hours to
reach a total of 2.06 crore, while
death toll rose by a record 3,780
to 226,188, health ministry
data showed.  

RBI has been meeting

with bankers and shadow
lenders (NBFCs) in recent
weeks to discuss the econom-
ic situation, possible stress to
balance sheets and credit flow
in the system.  

Bankers had reportedly
asked the RBI for a three-
month moratorium, particu-
larly for retail and small bor-
rowers.  

S&P Gobal Ratings

on Wednesday said the second
wave of COVID inflections
may derail a strong recovery in
Indian economy and credit
conditions. It went on to pro-
ject a lower than previously

anticipated GDP growth rate in
different scenarios.  

Against 11 per cent GDP
growth it had projected March,
S&P Ratings saw growth rate
dropping to 9.8 per cent under

the ‘moderate’ scenario where
infections peak in May, and
falling to as low as 8.2 per cent
under ‘severe’ scenario under
which caseload would peak
only in late June.  
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The Cabinet on Wednesday
gave in-principle approval

for strategic disinvestment
along with transfer of man-
agement control in IDBI Bank
in line with the Budget
announcement earlier this year.

The central government
and LIC together own more
than 94 per cent equity of
IDBI Bank. LIC, currently the
promoter of IDBI Bank with
management control, has a
49.21 per cent stake.

The Cabinet Committee
on Economic Affairs chaired by
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
approved the strategic sale of
IDBI Bank, an official state-

ment said on Wednesday.
The extent of respective

shareholding to be divested by
the central government and
LIC shall be decided at the time
of structuring of transaction in
consultation with the RBI, it
said.

Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman while presenting
the Budget 2021-22 had
announced the privatisation
of public sector banks (PSBs) as
part of a disinvestment drive to
garner Rs 1.75 lakh crore.

“Other than IDBI Bank, we
propose to take up the privati-
zation of two Public Sector
Banks and one General
Insurance company in the year
2021-22,” she had said.
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The BSE Sensex darted up on
Wednesday after three days

of losses after the RBI unveiled
a slew of measures to support
the economy facing headwinds
due to the second wave of the
Covid-19 pandemic. 

Banking, pharma and IT
stocks led the rebound, even as
a depreciating rupee capped the
gains, traders said.  The 30-
share BSE index jumped 424.04
points or 0.88% to close at
48,677.55. Similarly, the broad-
er NSE Nifty surged 121.35
points or 0.84 per cent to
14,617.85. Sun Pharma was
the top gainer in the Sensex
pack, soaring 5.94%, followed
by Kotak Bank, Axis Bank,
IndusInd Bank, ICICI Bank, Dr
Reddy’s, Titan and TCS. 

Only three index stocks
closed in the red -- Bajaj
Finance, Asian Paints and
HUL, slipping up to 1.75 per
cent.  Earlier in the day, the RBI
allowed certain individual and

small borrowers more time to
repay debt and allowed banks
to give priority loans to vaccine
makers, hospitals and COVID-
related health infrastructure
as it announced support mea-
sures to cushion the pandem-
ic’s blow to the economy. 

RBI Governor Shaktikanta
Das also said the central bank
will buy Rs 35,000 crore of
bonds under the Government
Securities Acquisition
Programme (G-SAP) -- India’s
version of quantitative easing -
- on May 20. RBI also allowed
banks to dip into their floating
provisions to set aside money
for bad loans.

Domestic equities
rebounded mainly supported
by financials, IT and pharma.
Notably, announcement of liq-
uidity supports by the RBI
Governor to tackle the chal-
lenges coming from second
wave of COVID-19 crisis aided
financials to rebound,” said
Binod Modi, Head Strategy at
Reliance Securities. 
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The RBI’s move to extend
�50,000 crore credit facili-

ty to healthcare infrastructure
and vaccine manufacturers in
the wake of the second Covid-
19 wave will ensure availabili-
ty of liquidity and address
immediate funding need to
scale up operations, experts
said on Wednesday.

However, ICRIER-RBI
Chair Professor Alok Sheel
also highlighted the extensive
income support through large
fiscal packages given by
advanced economies to deal
with the adverse impact of
lockdowns, which helped these
countries to get back on their
feet. 

To cushion the pandemic’s

blow to the economy, RBI
Governor Shaktikanta Das on
Wednesday announced cer-
tain support measures, includ-
ing giving individuals and
small borrowers more time to
repay debt and allowed banks
to give priority loans to vaccine
makers, hospitals and COVID-
related health infrastructure.

KPMG in India Partner
and Head - Financial Risk
Management Rajosik Banerjee
said, “This will ensure avail-
ability of liquidity and address
immediate funding need to
scale up operations to deal
with the second wave of
COVID-19 surge on an instan-
taneous basis”.

ICRIER’s Sheel fur-
ther said the governor, in his
statement, indicated that the

Reserve Bank of India is work-
ing in close cooperation with
the government. The question
that naturally arises is whether
there would be a similar state-
ment from the government
outlining fiscal support during
these trying times.

“Indeed, one would have
expected that in these circum-
stances the first line of support
would be fiscal.

“It may be recalled that
during the first wave too the
fiscal support was very limited,
with the bulk of the support
being made in the form of liq-
uidity support and credit
despite the fact that that a large
number of poor people had lost
their sources of livelihood on
account of the stringent lock-
down,” Sheel added.

New Delhi:As the Indian
Government renews its thrust
on domestic electronics man-
ufacturing with various incen-
tive-linked schemes, the coun-
try has a great opportunity as
well as required capabilities to
establish a full-fledged semi-
conductor fabrication (FAB)
electronics manufacturing
ecosystem in the country, the
India Cellular and Electronics
Association (ICEA) said on
Wednesday.

India’s share in the global
electronics manufacturing has
grown from 1.3 per cent in
2012 to 3.6 per cent in 2019. 

IANS
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Petrol and diesel prices in the
country rose again sharply

by 19 paise and 21 paise per
litre respectively on Wednesday
as Oil Marketing Companies
(OMCs) continued to cover for
their losses on holding back
price rise for past 18 days due
to state elections.

This is second increase in
fuel prices in as many days as
petrol and diesel prices rose by
15 paisa and 18 paisa per litre
respectively even on Tuesday
after a 18 days break.

With Wednesday’s
increase, petrol is now being
retailed at Rs 90.74 a litre and
diesel Rs 81.12 a litre in the
national Capital.

Across the country as well

the petrol and diesel price
increased on Tuesday but its
quantum varied depending on
the level of local levies in
respective states.

IANS had written earlier
that OMCs may begin increas-
ing the retail price of petrol and
diesel post state elections as
they were incurring losses to
the tune of Rs 2-3 per litre by
holding the price line despite
higher global crude and prod-
uct prices.

The oil companies had
already increased the ATF
prices by 6.7 per cent effective
this month.

OMCs benchmark retail
fuel prices to a 15-day rolling
average of global refined prod-
ucts’ prices and dollar exchange
rate.

New Delhi:Due to depletion of
pond level at Wazirabad Pond
(667.20 feet) against the normal
level of 674.5 feet and reduction
in release of raw water by
Haryana in river Yamuna,
water production has been
adversely affected from
Wazirabad.
Chandrawal and Okhla Water
Treatment Plants and water
supply shall be adversely 
affected on 06.05.2021,
07.05.2021, 08.05.2021 and so
on in the morning and evening
till the pond level improves to
normal.

The areas likely to be
affected are Civil lines, Hindu
Rao Hospital and adjoining
areas ,Kamla Nagar, Shakti
Nagar and adjoining areas,
Karol Bagh, Pahar Ganj and

NDMC areas, Old & New
Rajinder Nagar, Patel Nagar
(East & West).

Baljeet Nagar, Prem Nagar,
Inderpuri and adjoining areas,
Kalkaji,  Govindpuri,
Tugalkabad, Sangam Vihar,
Ambedkar Nagar, Prahladpur
and adjoining area, Ramleela
Ground.

Delhi gate, Subhash Park,
Model Town, Gulabi Bagh,
Punjabi Bagh, Jahangirpuri,
Moolchand, South Extn.,
Greater kailash, Burari and
adjoining areas, Parts of
Cantonment areas and South
Delhi, Central Delhi, West
Delhi and North Delhi.
Therefore, public is advised to
make judicious use of water
and store sufficient water when
water supply is available. 
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Reserve Bank on
Wednesday announced a

slew of measures including
loan restructuring for indi-
vidual and small businesses hit
hard by fresh Covid-19 wave.

To augment supply of
goods for Covid care, the cen-
tral bank opened �50,000
crore on-tap window to ease
access to emergency health
services to boost provision of
immediate liquidity for ramp-
ing up Covid-19 related
healthcare infrastructure and
services in the country.

This liquidity window is
being opened till March 31,
2022, he said, adding that
under the scheme, banks can
provide fresh lending sup-
port to a wide ranging of

entities including vaccine
manufacturers, importers and
suppliers of vaccine and med-
ical devices, hospitals and dis-
pensaries and suppliers of
oxygen and ventilators
importers and also patients for
treatment. 

“Banks are being incen-
tivised for quick delivery of
credit under the scheme,
through extension of priority
sector classification to such
lending... And these loans will
continue to be classified under
priority sector till repayment
or maturity, whichever is ear-
lier,” he said an unscheduled
press briefing.

With regard to restruc-
turing he said, borrowers that
are individuals and micro,
small and medium enterpris-
es (MSMEs) having an aggre-

gate exposure of up to Rs 25
crore would be considered
for the new scheme. 

This would be for those
who have not availed restruc-
turing under any of the earli-
er frameworks, including the
Resolution Framework 1.0 of
RBI dated August 6, 2020, and
who are classified as standard
as on March 31, 2021, shall be
eligible for the Resolution
Framework 2.0, he said. 

Under the proposed
framework, bank may be
invoked up to September 30,
and shall have to be imple-
mented within 90 days after
invocation, he added.

RBI has also introduced
Rs 10,000-crore special long-
term repo operation for small
finance banks.
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Banking stocks on
Wednesday gained after

the RBI unveiled a slew of
measures to support the econ-
omy facing headwinds due to
the second wave of the Covid-
19 pandemic.

Kotak Mahindra Bank
jumped 2.42 per cent, Axis
Bank 2.41 per cent, Indusind
Bank 2.33 per cent, ICICI
Bank 1.88 per cent, City
Union Bank 1.65 per cent,
RBL Bank 1.35 per cent, State
Bank of India 1.07 per cent,
HDFC Bank 1 per cent and
Federal Bank 0.88 per cent on
the BSE.

Tracking gains in these
stocks, the BSE Bank index
gained 1.67 per cent.

The 30-share BSE index
also gained 424.04 points or
0.88 per cent to close at
48,677.55.

The RBI allowed certain
individual and small borrow-
ers more time to repay debt
and allowed banks to give pri-
ority loans to vaccine makers,
hospitals, and COVID-relat-
ed health infrastructure as it
announced support measures
to cushion the pandemic’s
blow to the economy.

RBI Governor
Shaktikanta Das also said the
central bank will buy Rs
35,000 crore of bonds under
the Government Securities
Acquisition Programme (G-
SAP) -- India’s version of
quantitative easing -- on May
20. 
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Aditya Chopra has come for-
ward to vaccinate the daily

workers of the entire Hindi film
industry. YRF has urged the
Maharashtra Chief Minister,
Uddhav Thackeray, to allow the
company to purchase 60,000
COVID-19 vaccines and take
care of all the expenses related to
the immunisation programme
for these workers.

YRF has sent a letter to the
Federation of Western India Cine
Employees (FWICE) stating,
“With the film industry going
through an unprecedented time,
there is an urgent need to restart
at the earliest so that thousands of
workers can start earning their
livelihood again and protect their
families. Yash Raj Films, through
The Yash Chopra Foundation,

would like to offer its support in
this regard. We have sent a request
to the Honourable Chief Minister
of Maharashtra to allocate and
allow us to purchase COVID-19
vaccines for 30,000 registered
workers, who are members of the
film industry’s federation in
Mumbai at the earliest.”

The letter further adds, “The
Yash Chopra Foundation will
bear all other costs too associat-
ed with vaccinating the workers
such as raising awareness, trans-
portation of workers and setting
up of all the required infrastruc-
ture for the immunisation pro-
gramme. We hope our kind
request is approved which will
enable our members to be safe
and also get them back to work at
the earliest.”

Disha Patani is all geared up
for her upcoming release

Radhe: Your Most wanted Bhai,
alongside Salman Khan. The
actress’ latest song, Seeti Maar
which saw Disha grooving to
funky beats, has received love
and appreciation from the
audience.

Reacting to the love
received from the audiences,
Disha shares, “I was very excit-
ed to be performing on this
song (Seeti Maar) under the
guidance of Prabhudeva sir
and Jaani Master. I was super
excited and nervous before the
song released but the audi-
ence’s response put all my
worries to rest and I am filled
with gratitude when I see the
response that Seeti Maar is get-

ting. 
The song was a hit. It gar-

nered more than 32 million
views in just 24 hours, across
all platforms, making it the
most viewed video globally.
The song was trending at the

#1 spot on Twitter and domi-
nating the trends for quite
some time on its first day. 

She further adds, “I’m so
glad that the audience is lov-
ing it. I want to thank all my
fans and the audiences for all

the lovely comments and
appreciation”

Radhe will release on May
13th in theatres and digital
platforms. Apart from this,
Disha also has Ek Villain
Returns in the pipeline.

Pooja Hegde had announced that she had tested pos-
itive for Covid-19 a few days ago and had isolated

herself immediately. The actress is keeping herself busy
with activities to keep a positive frame of mind.

A source close to the actress shares, “Pooja is com-
pletely isolated due to Covid and that
can get really stressful for a person
so Pooja is doing motivational
activities daily to keep a positive
frame of mind. She has been prac-
tising yoga and meditation and is
also reading more of positive
books to stay calm and energised
during this time.”

She had also done a live ses-
sion with a yoga coach some days
back on breathing exercises and
pranayama to help build lung
capacity urging all her fans to
share the same with their
friends and family as it is very
helpful during the current situa-
tion.

The actress has been keeping
everyone updated on her health
through her social media regu-
larly where she first announced
that she had tested positive
and later told her fans there
was nothing to worry as she
had mild symptoms and
was recuperating well.

The actress has been
having a busy year work-
ing on films across
industries including
Rohit Shetty’s Cirkus
with Ranveer Singh,
her next with
Salman Khan,
Radhe Shyam with
P r a b h a s ,
Acharyaa with
C h i r a n j e e v i
and Ram
Charan, Most
E l i g i b l e
Bachelor as
well as
Thalapathy 65
with Thalapathy
Vijay.

Producer, director and the joint
managing director and creative

head of Balaji Telefilms Limited,
Ekta Kapoor has produced content
that was ahead of its time. She is
also known for presenting oppor-
tunities to budding talents. She has
given a break to several actors but
what’s not known is that she has

given a platform to several bud-
ding writers as well.

Recently, Ekta Kapoor
shared her take on giving oppor-

tunities to new writers, “I need to hear

the story. First of all, I don’t read
it easily. I like stories being told,
I believe in that very old school
way. I believe when a writer nar-
rates a story it gets a life of its
own. Many a times, when I’ve
liked the idea I get a writer to the
core and I’ve probably liked the
story-telling and the way the
writer’s empathy towards his
character comes through. I
remember these new Gujarati
writers with no body of work.
One of them worked in a bank
and Kyunki Saas Bhi Kabhi Bahu
Thi came out of it. So, I don’t
believe in the concept of body of
work.”

She stressed that it is the
material brought on board by the
writer that should be worth
telling to the audiences. Her
expertise in the domain is of
course unmatched. Her recent
production release The Married
Woman on ALTBalaji gained a
lot of praise and appreciation
from all over. 

Nushrratt Bharuccha and Abhishek Banerjee
were recently seen in their latest release,

Ajeeb Daastaans. The duo shared a great chem-
istry on-screen in their film and Nushrratt opens
up on the reason behind the same.The actress
shares, “It was truly a blessing that Abhishek
Banerjee was cast in the Ajeeb Daastaans
alongside me. I have given so many auditions
at his casting agency since the time I started my
career, he would enact the scenes with me as my
co-actor and give me the necessary critique. I
could easily discuss about my character and story
with him.”  

She adds, “He was like a bouncing board for
me literally, where I could easily bounce off my
ideas on how to enact a particular scene and he
would also improvise along with me. While
shooting for Khilauna, I could put in extra effort
in my character with his help, because I could
easily run my thoughts through him, and I knew
he would give me honest feedback.”

Nushrratt had earlier worked with Abhishek
in Dream Girl and their impeccable camaraderie
off screen can be credited to their friendship
which goes long back to the time when the two
practiced lines with each other for auditions.
This is the reason that the two shared such a
great chemistry in their first film, Ajeeb
Daastaans opposite each other.

Nushrratt  also has other projects like Ram
Setu with Akshay Kumar and Jacqueline
Fernandez, Vishal Furia’s Chhori and Hurdang
with Vijay Varma and Sunny Kaushal in the
pipeline.

Over half of all Indians sur-
veyed in a recent poll say
that they have become

conscious of the environment —
including growing plants and
become more prudent about con-
serving energy — as a direct result
of the pandemic and the subse-
quent lockdown.

‘The Little Things We Do’, the
latest research from Godrej
Group, analysed the daily rou-
tines, habits and gestures adopt-
ed by citizens during the 10
months of lockdown last year to
make their life more tolerable.

When the country is reeling
under the mutated virus and
lockdown in many states, the
research is a reminder of the
duties of responsible citizens and
organisations to support the
country, even though the second-
wave lockdown doesn’t seem as
exciting to many. It revealed 44
per cent have participated in
community activities such as vol-
unteering and helping the less
privileged, during the same peri-
od.

According to the data, con-
finement and other restrictions
have also liberated India’s creative
side: more than one-in-five
Indians (22.9 per cent) are now
more likely to cook, paint, sketch,
or pursue other creative hobbies
to keep themselves happy. Nearly
a quarter (23.2 per cent) found
solace reading or listening to
music during periods of lock-
down.

These findings correspond to
another research, by SEMrush
that highlighted that  between
February and March 2020 search-
es such as ‘how to bake a cake’,
rose by a staggering 238.5 per
cent. In April, the percentage

increase in the number of times
these keywords were searched
grew by 81 per cent and a further
190 per cent the following month.

Other insights revealed
through the research include:

More than half donated ‘lit-
tle things’ such as sanitisers, food
packets, old clothes, blankets,
medical devices and more to
those in need; 40 per cent made
financial donations to the under-
privileged.

Men and women seemed to
have different priorities when it
came to making decision on ‘lit-
tle things’, as almost 31 per cent
of male respondents preferred to
spend time with their family to
keep themselves content during
the lockdown as compared to

almost 19 per cent female respon-
dents. At the same time, 32.8 per
cent women saw cooking as a
source of comfort and happiness
compared to just 12 per cent of
men. More men switched on the
TV for comfort.

Social media also revealed
itself as a source of happiness dur-
ing lockdown period, as many
remained connected with friends
and family through social media;
watched funny memes and
videos, and attended Instagram
Live concerts; explored their cre-
ative side by making content for
social media; and learnt new
skills such as cooking, painting
and more through DIY videos
created by influencers.

Confinement also benefitted

Indian households in other ways.
Thirty six per cent of respondents
claimed to now spend more time
with their families because of the
absence of long commutes, while
almost three in 10 now take reg-
ular breaks throughout the day to
de-stress and maintain work-life
balance. Nineteen per cent claim
that they are more efficient at
work — completing tasks within
allotted working hours — because
of the absence of distractions.
Also, 16 per cent believe that
working from home has helped to
improve their time management
skills.

Tanya Dubash, Executive
Director and Chief Brand Officer,
Godrej Group, described the
research as a unique insight into

resilience, altruism and capacity
of our citizens to adapt to, in
many instances, extremely chal-
lenging circumstances. “Our
research reveals the little things
and daily routines that can make
a huge difference to people’s well-
being. The situation of the pan-
demic has really highlighted the
often overlooked role which rit-
uals play in our overall health and
well-being,” she said.

She added, “It also reveals the
positive side of such trying cir-
cumstances, with long-standing
routines being reassessed: 36.2 per
cent of respondents claim to have
quit unhealthy habits, while a
staggering 58.2 per cent are now
engaged in activities which sup-
port their mental and physical fit-
ness such as yoga, walking or
meditation.”

—IANS
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The VIT Engineering
Entrance Examination

(VITEEE) 2021 will be con-
ducted as online remote proc-
tored examination on May 28,
29 and 31 due to COVID-19
pandemic. The applications
will be closed on May, 20.
Candidates are requested to
complete the application at
the earliest and take the exam-
inations in a safe environ-
ment. Further details are
available in the Vellore
Institute of Technology (VIT)
website “www.vit.ac.in”.

During the lockdown period, NDMC strived
to increase the number of online services

to facilitate the citizens as well as its employ-
ees, thereby eliminating the need for them to
physically come to NDMC offices. Several IT-
based initiatives through technology interven-
tion for strengthening of e-Governance and m-
Governance during to improve efficiency and
effectiveness in providing Civic Services to cit-
izens in an equitable, non-discretionary and
transparent manner were introduced.

NDMC has introduced 49 Online Services
on the NDMC website to facilitate the citizens.
It has also implemented the Single SignOn
(SSO)/Identity Access Management to improve
the user experience and enhance security to cit-
izens/employees/pensioners and others (as and
when required) accessing applications through
the internet and intranet. In this solution, 39
citizen services and three NDMC employees
services have been placed for access to avail the
services through single login after making the
registration. NDMC is the first municipality
which has implemented the Single Sign On
(SSO) services to impart the services to citi-
zens as well as their employees. 

The unprecedented
Coronavirus pandemic has
resulted in great pain and

distress. It has adversely affected
lives and livelihood. While
undoubtedly lives are more impor-
tant than livelihood, the latter,
which is linked to the overall econ-
omy, also needs the government's
urgent attention. Loss of livelihood
today can lead to loss of lives
tomorrow.

As the first wave of Covid
started subsiding, the economy
slowly moved towards recovery.
However, now with the onslaught
of the second wave, all efforts
undertaken to revive the economy
got derailed. 

It was expected that the ease
of supply that came with the lift-
ing of lockdown would lead to a
V-shaped recovery, but that did
not seem to happen. The policy
initiatives undertaken by the gov-
ernment were all supply-side and
focussed on improving liquidity
and strengthening capacity.
Despite the lifting of the lock-
down, the industries were func-
tioning at below total capacity, and
that is because the real devil in the
game is low aggregate demand.

Aggregate demand has four
components: Private consump-
tion, private investment, govern-
ment expenditure, and net
e x p o r t s ( C + I + G + X - M .
Consumption, investment and
net exports have slumped.
Government expenditure has seen
an upward trend but this alone
cannot drive the growth.

The economy was experienc-
ing low demand even before the
pandemic; probable reasons were
Demonetisation and GST imple-
mentation. However, this pandem-
ic has aggravated it. 

Now is the time to address the
problem of inadequate demand,
without which a strong recovery
is not possible.

����
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First, due to strict lockdown,

demand for non-essential items
has fallen by at least 50 percent.
Also, precautionary savings have
increased due to uncertainties in
the economy and growing health
issues. Second, consumer senti-
ment is weak, which is evident by
a fall in ‘consumer confidence’ as
per the survey conducted by
RBI. Looking at the uncertainties
in the economies, consumers
lacked confidence in the system.
Third, rise in unemployment
and a fall in income as 43.8 mil-
lion people were involuntary
unemployed in India in March
2021, said Vyas of CMIE. The
unemployment rate was 8.2 per-
cent in the first week of April
compared to 6.7 percent during
the end of March, as per data
provided by CMIE.

�����
According to Keynesian eco-

nomics, when demand for goods
and services falls, the investors
decrease their investment, lead-
ing to decreased production.
Investors reduce the wage rates,
and people are laid off to cut
costs due to lower production
and sales. The increase in unem-
ployment leads to a cutting down
of consumption, and the econo-
my finds itself in a vicious cycle,
which harms the economy's
growth. For the revival of the
economy now, the only way out
is to break this vicious circle by
stimulating demand. The
increase in demand will make the
business profitable and motivate
investors to invest. A similar sit-
uation was experienced during
the great depression of 1929-30
and the world economy could
recover by increasing the
demand. After this experience,
people realised the importance of
the demand side of the economy. 

�
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Even before the pandemic,

the economy was already slowing
down, with deficiencies evident in
consumption and investment
demand. These two components
are the foremost crucial part of
aggregate demand and growth
drivers. Lack of demand, both
consumer demand and invest-
ment hit all segments no matter
their economic nature. The only
way to revive and boost the econ-
omy is by stimulating demand. It
can then feed into the longer-
term investment cycle through
the multiplier effect.

According to National
Accounts Statistics, approximate-
ly 55 per cent of the working class
are employed with informal sec-
tors and are badly affected by the
pandemic. Several Direct Benefit
Transfers (DBT) covering more
people are required to spice up
the demand. Earlier, economists
like Abhijit Banerjee and Rathin
Roy made strong arguments
favoring such transfer by saying
that providing income support
and preventing wealth disrup-

tions are necessary to cater to this
extraordinary situation. The pan-
demic has hit the poor and a size-
able section of the workers who
don't have any Social Security.
While it's true that identifying the
affected population may be a
difficult task, it'll not be impos-
sible, either, using Aadhaar and a
coordinated effort between cen-
tral and state governments.
Temporary income support for
six months through DBT can fur-
ther augment consumption and
aggregate demand. 

Second, to stimulate the con-
sumption demand, the govern-
ment should provide employ-

ment guarantees to migrant
labourers.  The Marginal
Propensity of Consumption
(MPC) of the lower-income
group is high and therefore, it will
boost the market and help the
revival of the economy. The mul-
tiplier is directly related to MPC.
Higher the MPC higher will be
the multiplier effect. 

Third, the government
should attempt to tap the debt
market by issuing COVID bonds
at floating rates, assuming that
rates will be lower for some time.
Because many significant funds,
institutional and high net worth
individuals, may opt for an 
assured return (guaranteed by the
government of India) COVID
bond even at a relatively lower 
rate of interest. Part of the fiscal 
deficit can be monetised by 
borrowing from the RBI at a fixed
rate lower than the repo rate and
a longer duration (at least 10-
year). 

—The authors are Professors
of Economics, VIPS & Dhruv

Jain-Management student, DU)

Amusic video, Wafa Na Raas
Aayee, by T-Series featuring
Arushi Nishank, Himansh

Kohli and Rohit Suchanti was
released on April 23 on the official
YouTube channel. The song has
been sung by Jubin Nautiyal and
directed by Ashish Panda.

Wafa Na Raas Aayee marks the
debut of Arushi Nishank and was
shot in Kashmir. The international
kathak exponent Arushi has per-
formed in more than 15 countries
within 17 years. She said, “As the
prime location was Srinagar, we
started early in the morning to
avoid snowfall. It was really challeng-
ing because of the weather but my
co-actors Himansh and Rohit are
very fine actors and I have enjoyed
my journey. I worked hard in
extreme climate condition as this is
my first project. Wafa Na Raas
Aayee is a beautifully-composed
song about heartbreak. I will always
cherish the experience we had since
the time I heard the song, to shoot-
ing it in Kashmir to now presenting
the song to the audiences. Hope that
the audience will love the track." The
music video also features Himansh
Kohli, the Yaariyan actor. 

Bhushan Kumar says, “This is a
simple, melodious track that is
bound to touch audiences. Wafa Na

Raas Aayee has been beautifully
sung by Jubin Nautiyal and both
Himansh and Arushi have con-
veyed the emotions of the track flaw-

lessly.”
Talking about the song Jubin

says, “I love and connect with songs
that touch your heart and make you

reminisce about your love. Wafa Na
Raas Aayee is a soulful composition
with lyrics that make your heart
wrench with sadness. It is not only
a song, it's a story and an artist can
only express art when it is coming
from some truthful place."

Add Meet Bros, “Heartbreak
songs are the flavor of the season and
this one especially will pierce your
hearts as the melody is touching and
at the same time simple and catchy.
The video will make you cry for
sure."

Arushi Nishank is also an envi-
ronmentalist and is specially con-
cerned about the wellbeing of river
Ganga. She is a part of Sparsh
Ganga, which promotes environ-
mental awareness about Ganga. She
is an active promoter of Namami
Ganga and works for women
empowerment.

In the wake of the present
pandemic situation, the

Kolkata Metro Railway has
taken several initiatives to
make commuters aware
about the importance of the
use of mask in station
premises and trains.
Posters and banners are
being displayed at all Metro
stat ions and frequent
announcements are being
made through the Public
Address System requesting
passengers to wear mask
properly, sanitise their
hands at a regular interval
and maintain social dis-
tancing in the Metro

premises.
The Metro RPF and

other station staff have been
conducting ‘No Mask - No
Metro’ campaign at Metro

platforms and also inside
the  running Metros.  They
are requesting all com-
muters to wear mask and
co-operate with the Metro

Authority to fight against
the spread of COVID-19
virus. The commuters are
appreciating this campaign
taken up by the Metro. 

The Regional Office (South) of
Power Finance Corporation

Limited, Chennai, was inspected by
the Second Sub-Committee of the
Parliamentary Committee on
Rajbhasha in Bengaluru. 

During the inspection, the
Committee appreciated the work
done by the Regional Office (South),
Chennai and gave valuable sugges-
tions.

On this occasion, senior officials
of Power Finance Corporation
Limited Headquarters, New Delhi,

including Shri G. Jawahar, Chief
General Manager (Rajbhasha), Mr
Arun Kumar Srivastava, General
Manager (Rajbhasha), Mr Arun
Gautam, Chief Manager
(Rajbhasha) and Mr Kevala
Krishna, Senior Counselor
(Rajbhasha) along with Chief
General Manager of Regional
Office (South), Chennai, Mr
Gaddam David, Deputy Manager
Mr P Prakash and Mr K K
Manjunath, Officer, PFC were
present.

Chief Minister Bhupesh Baghel
responded immediately to

the demands and directed
Collectors to ensure free allot-
ment of hand sanitisers and masks
to mitanins and health workers.
The announcement was made
while addressing the virtual meet-
ing of mitanins and health work-
ers from Bastar and Sarguja divi-
sion today. The Chief Minister has
directed all the District Collectors
to ensure free of cost availability
of masks and hand sanitisers for
mitanins and health workers.

The Chief Minister has
advised all the mitanins and
health workers to compulsorily

use masks and sanitisers during
the field visits. Even while check-
ing SPO2 level and pulse rate of

COVID patients, they have been
advised to be careful about their
own safety and sanitisation. 

The Chief Minister has
acknowledged and appreciated
the dedicated and consistent
efforts of mitanins and rural
health workers in Chhattisgarh to
save lives of COVID patients. He
added that the mitanins have
played an important role in sav-
ing lives of COVID patients and
in the prevention of Corona
infection during the second wave
in the state. Baghel has advised
them to regularly monitor the
health condition of people in
their respective villages.

BJP’s massive victory in Northern
Bengal became possible due to the

well-planned strategy of Cabinet
Minister Prahlad Singh Patel in coor-
dination with the Prime Minister and
the rest of the team. The TMC could
not open its seat in Darjeeling and
Alipurdwar. 

While Mamta Banerjee (known as
Didi which means elder sister) has won
West Bengal Assembly elections but
the massive victory of BJP in the
northern part of West Bengal has left
her astounded. The Union Minister of
State for Culture and Tourism
(Independent Charge) Prahlad Singh
Patel, who was in charge of this area,
worked hard at the ground level which
paid off. Patel was in charge of 42
assembly seats of Northern part of
West Bengal and BJP won 25 of these
seats with a landslide victory.

In Darjeeling and Alipurdwar the
TMC could not even open its account
as all the 10 seats were won by BJP.
Though the contest was close in some
constituencies but all the stalwarts of
TMC lost election. 

The strategy had been planned
with the support of local leaders and
party workers to win each booth.
Patel, along with his supporters and
party workers, organised several tours
and performed road shows in the spe-
cific areas and the hard work paid off.
His strategy of chai par charcha, which
was popularised by the Prime Minister,
worked very well. It enabled him to
connect well with local populace and
discuss local issues extensively. He
made door to door visits and humbly
appealed to the people to help the BJP
candidates win. 

He worked with the same strate-
gy in Phansideva assembly area where
he organised a road show with the
party candidate and other prominent
people of the area. A massive crowd
was during this where Patel appealed
to the voters to support the BJP can-
didate.

He organised a social programme
in Upper Bagdogara where he said,
“We will not tire till the time we win
the election.” Raju Bisht, Member of
Parliament of Darjeeling, was also pre-
sent. Patel also inspected the ground
where PM Narendra Modi would visit
for a rally later. 

Patel organised many meetings
and programmes in the Naxalbari area
where he worked with the local lead-
ers and supporters. He encouraged the
local people by saying that their efforts
will pay in the victory of BJP.  At
Ghoshpukur party office several village
heads and respected people regis-
tered themselves on account of his
hard work. BJP candidate Anandmay
Burman won over the TMC candidate
Rajen Sundas with huge difference. 

The Cabinet Minister not only
inspected the rally ground in Siliguri
before the PM’s rally but also ensured
its success as lakhs of people were pre-
sent. Patel showed his concerns about
violence at the Cooch Bihar election
booth and criticised Mamta Banerjee
for it. 

He visited the historical Devi

Chaudharani Temple. On seeing the
burnt idols of Bhawani Pathak and
Devi Chaudharani, he expressed his
concern. This place was the epicentre
of Sanyasi Revolution. He criticised
Mamta for the dilapidated condition
of this temple and stated that she had
humiliated the author, Bankim
Chandra Chattopadhaya by not taking
care of this temple. Patel also
announced a mega event in his mem-
ory.

Patel was not allowed to organise
roadshow in several areas of West
Bengal so he either went back to his
office like he did in Shantipada or
appealed to the voters during a foot
march. At Jalpaiguri Sadar assembly
area Patel campaigned for the BJP can-
didate Saujit Singh. 

In Nagarakata Patel held a meet-
ing with people and organised many
road shows in Banarhaat assembly area
of Dhoopguri. 

He was part of many rallies and
public meetings which were addressed
by Home  Minister Amit Shah and MP
of Coochbihar Nisith Pramanik. Patel
visited MJN Hospital in Cooch Bihar
to meet many injured party workers
who were wounded in a scuffle with
the TMC. 

In Siliguri, Patel met with people
of Gorkha community and patiently
listened to their problems and
promised that these would be eradi-
cated when BJP came to power. Patel
was successful in winning over the
confidence of Gorkha people as BJP
defeated Bimal Gurung of Gorkha
Janamukti Morcha even after the sup-
port of TMC.

Patel listened to the problems of
the labourers of tea gardens and
assured them of eradicating every
problem as well as implementation of
minimum wage as early as possible. 

Patel attended a cultural pro-
gramme just before Bengal election
where Governor Jagdeep Dhankhar
was the chief guest. The Darjeeling
MP, Raju Bisht and MLA Neeraj
Tamang were also present.

After winning more than 50 per
cent seats in Northern Bengal, Patel
has proved his worth. Before this he
was in charge of Manipur election
where BJP registered a victory. 

While the Bengal election was won
by TMC, the success of BJP can’t be
ignored. In the previous Assembly
elections, BJP could manage only
three seats but this time the number
has risen to 77. This is an increase of
more than 200 per cent which shows
that BJP has fought assembly elections
with great valour and courage.
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Pep Guardiola said
Manchester City’s first

ever Champions League final
had been five years in the
making after Riyad Mahrez’s
double saw off Paris Saint-
Germain 2-0 on Tuesday to
seal a 4-1 semi-final aggre-
gate win.

City will look to set the
seal on a third Premier
League title in the past four
seasons in the coming days
as they remain on course for
a treble, having already lift-
ed the League Cup.

But their previous four
Champions League cam-
paigns under Guardiola

ended in anguish before the
semi-final stage.

Guardiola has won the
competition twice before as
a coach during his time at
Barcelona. However, the
Catalan has also endured a
decade of disappointment
in Europe’s premier club
competition since.

“It is for all of us and the
club. I’m incredibly proud,”
said Guardiola. “Getting to
the final now makes sense of
what we have done in the
past four or five years. Every
day these guys have been
consistent and this is remark-
able.”

Mahrez’s goal also decid-
ed the first leg and the
Algerian, who grew up in the
Parisian suburbs, haunted
his home town team again
with two clinical finishes
early in each half.

The final in Istanbul on
May 29 against Real Madrid
or Chelsea is the culmination
of City’s rise since an Abu

Dhabi takeover in 2008
transformed the club’s for-
tunes.

Meanwhile, four years

on from making Neymar
and Kylian Mbappe the
world’s two most expensive
players, PSG’s wait for a first

Champions League title goes
on.

Mbappe could only
watch on from the stands

due to a calf injury as, just
like in last week’s first leg, his
side imploded after an excel-
lent first-half performance.

The visitors were left to
rue huge missed chances by
Marquinhos and Angel Di
Maria in between Mahrez’s
strikes before Di Maria
lashed out at Fernandinho to
leave PSG down to 10 men
for the final 20 minutes.

“We started really well,
creating chances and domi-
nating Manchester City,” said
PSG coach Mauricio
Pochettino. “That’s not easy.
Not many teams can domi-
nate a team like Manchester
City.”

However, the Argentine,
who had to come onto the
pitch to calm his players
after Di Maria saw red,
admitted his side’s indisci-
pline had cost them.

Idrissa Gueye was also
sent off late in the first leg for
a shocking challenge on Ilkay
Gundogan.

“Over the 180 minutes,
for 40 or 45 minutes we
played with 10 men,” added
Pochettino. “That’s a massive
advantage.”
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The Englishmen were the
first ones out with eight of
them landing in London,

while the Australians awaited an
escape to Maldives as the now-
suspended IPL’s foreign recruits
charted their way back home
assisted by the BCCI on
Wednesday.

Jos Buttler, Jonny Bairstow,
Sam Curran, Tom Curran, Sam
Billings, Chris Woakes, Moeen
Ali and Jason Roy landed in
London to begin a 10-day quar-
antine before heading to their
respective homes. The league
was suspended indefinitely on
Tuesday after multiple Covid-19
cases in its bio-bubble.

England skipper Eoin
Morgan, Dawid Malan and
Chris Jordan are expected to
board a flight to London with-
in the next 48 hours.

“I can confirm that 8 of the
11 England players in India
managed to get on a flight to

Heathrow last night and have
landed this morning,” an
England and wales Cricket
Board spokesperson said.

“They will now quarantine
in government approved hotels.
The remaining three — Jordan,
Malan, Morgan — should leave
India within the next 48 hours,”
he added.

The Australians, on the
other hand, were still waiting to
know when they can fly out to
Maldives, where they will stay
for a few days before flying
home. The detour has been
forced by the Australian
Government’s travel ban on
India till May 15 because of the
explosion of Covid-19 cases
here.

“All Australians are assem-
bling in Delhi and from there
they will head to Maldives by a
charter flight,” a franchise offi-
cial said.

CA’s interim chief Nick
Hockley said the BCCI is help-
ing in every possible way to
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The recently-suspended IPL
witnessed potential corrup-

tors plugging an accredited
cleaner at Delhi’s Feroz Shah
Kotla ground for doing “pitch-
siding” which helps ball-to-ball
betting, BCCI Anti-Corruption
Unit chief Shabbir Hussain
Shekhadam Khandwawala has
revealed.

The new modus operandi
was observed during one of the
IPL games at New Delhi where
a designated cleaner was using
the time lag between actual
match action and Live TV cov-
erage to help in ball-by ball bet-
ting, which is also known as
court-siding or pitch siding.

Pitch-siding is the practice
of transmitting information
from sporting events for the pur-
pose of gambling, or directly
placing bets.

“One of my ACU officers
caught a person and handed
over the details to Delhi Police.
While that particular offender
managed to flee leaving behind
his two mobile phones, ACU
lodged a complaint with the
Delhi Police,” Hussain, a former
DG of Gujarat Police, said on
Wednesday.

“We are thankful to Delhi
Police that in a separate incident
they caught two other persons
from the Kotla on ACU tip-off.”

The Delhi Police arrested
two people with fake accredita-
tion cards during the IPL match

between Rajasthan Royals and
SunRisers Hyderabad on May 2.

“So on two separate days,
these people managed to get
access to Kotla. The one who
fled came in the garb of a clean-
er. However, we have all his
details as he was employed for
the tournament. His Aadhar
Card details have been handed
over to Delhi Police,” Hussain
said.

“I am confident that he will
be nabbed in a day or two. He
is a small fry working for a cou-
ple of hundred or some thou-
sand bucks may be,” the ACU
supremo said.

But he did agree that lower-
rung staff might be used by a
bigger syndicate since, because
of Covid-19, there is no access
to hotels given the bio-secure
measures.

“...As situations and cir-
cumstances change, so does the
modus operandi of crime. But
we are up for it,” Hussaid said.

He also said that during the
Mumbai leg, the hotel in which
SunRisers Hyderabad team was
staying had three people with
questionable past record and
whose names were there in
ACU database. However, they
couldn’t come in contact of the
players. “The moment we had
information, we got in touch
with Mumbai Police. The Police
Commissioner of Mumbai took
immediate cognisance and the
Mumbai Police got hold of
those three,” he added. 

ensure a smooth return for the 14
players, members of the coaching
staff and commentators, who are
in India right now.

“What the BCCI is working
to do is to move the entire cohort
out of India where they will wait
until it’s possible to return to
Australia,” Hockley told reporters
in Sydney.

“The BCCI has been working
on a range of options. That’s now
narrowed down to the Maldives
and Sri Lanka. The BCCI is com-
mitted not only to the first move
but also to putting on a charter to
bring them back to Australia,” he
added.

It is learnt that the Reliance-
owned Mumbai Indians is plan-
ning to assist the BCCI’s efforts by
arranging a charter flight for its
foreign recruits, which include
South African Quinton de Kock
and West Indian Kieron Pollard.

The franchise, sources said,
has also reached out to other
teams, asking if they would like

their South African and West
Indian recruits to board the flight
being planned for Johannesburg.
From there, it would head to
Trinidad with the Caribbean
players.

In another development,
Chennai Super Kings batting
coach Michael Hussey, who test-
ed positive on Tuesday night, will
stay in India to serve out his quar-
antine while others head back in
the next few days.

‘TWEAKED FEW THINGS’
Australia pacer Pat Cummins

feels the IPL organisers, in hind-
sight, could have ‘tweaked a few
things’ after deciding to host the
league in India amidst a raging
Covid-19 pandemic.

Cummins, a key part of the
Kolkata Knight Riders team, said
previous edition held in UAE was
incredibly ‘well-run’ and the
organisers pushed it ‘little step fur-
ther’ by organising it at home this
year.
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Pakistan batsmen Babar Azam
and Fakhar Zaman were on

Wednesday nominated for the
ICC Player of the Month award
for April following their stupen-
dous performance in the limited-
overs series against South Africa.

The ICC on Wednesday
announced the nominees to
recognise the best performances
from both male and female crick-
eters across all forms of
International cricket and for the
first time, the list didn’t feature
any Indian.

Besides the Pakistan duo,
Nepal batsman Khushal Bhurtel
was the other player to be nom-
inated in the men’s category, the
ICC stated in a media release.

The nominees among the
women’s cricketers comprised
the Australian duo of Alyssa
Healy and Megan Schutt and
New Zealand’s Leigh Kasperek.

Last month, Pakistan captain
Babar had become the No 1
ranked ODI batsman, ending
India captain Virat Kohli’s long
reign at the top of the charts.

Babar’s match-winning 82-
ball 94 in the third ODI against

South Africa helped him gain 13
rating points to reach a career-
best 865 points.

He also contributed 122 from
59 balls in Pakistan’s successful
chase in the third match of a T20I
series against the same opposi-
tion.

His compatriot Fakhar also
produced stellar performances
during the month, scoring two
centuries in the ODI series vic-
tory over South Africa, including
a magnificent 193 in the second
match in Johannesburg.

Babar, Fakhar nominated for
ICC Player of Month award
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Outgoing Bayern Munich
trainer Hansi Flick is the

hot favourite to become
Germany’s next head coach
after receiving the backing of
Oliver Bierhoff, who will ulti-
mately decide Joachim Löw’s
replacement, in a podcast on
Wednesday.

Flick, Löw’s assistant coach
when Germany won the 2014
World Cup, has told Bayern he
wants to leave at the end of the

season despite winning seven
titles in the last 18 months.

Löw will step down after 15
years in charge of Germany
after the Euro 2020 finals and
last week the German FA (DFB)
said they want to speak to Flick
about taking over.

In a podcast by German
daily Bild, Bierhoff, director of
the Germany team, replied “you
could say that” when asked if
Flick is his favourite to replace
Löw.

Bierhoff worked alongside
Flick as team manager in Löw’s
coaching staff which master-
minded Germany’s World Cup
triumph in Brazil seven years
ago. “Now the way is clear to talk
to him. We know each other
very well and you don’t have to
be a great expert to say that
Hansi would make an excellent
national team coach,” Bierhoff
added.

“Hansi Flick knows the
(German Football) Association.
He is someone who creates
atmosphere and brings people
together.” 

Bierhoff made it clear he is
under no time pressure to name
a head coach before their World
Cup qualifiers in September.
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Fans will return to Premier League stadiums for
the season’s final two rounds of fixtures later this

month, subject to the UK Government’s expected eas-
ing of lockdown restrictions.

Under the Government’s roadmap out of lock-
down, crowds of up 10,000 or 25 percent of capac-
ity will be permitted from May 17.

As a result, the Premier League has altered its
fixture schedule to ensure that each of the 20 teams
gets the opportunity to host at least one home match
with a crowd.

“The Premier League has today confirmed that
the final two Matchweeks of the 2020/21 season will
be limited to home fans, subject to the Government
easing lockdown restrictions in the United Kingdom,”
the Premier League said in a statement on
Wednesday.

“Matchweek 37 will now be played on 18-19 May,
with the final matches of the season kicking off at
16:00 BST (1500GMT) on Sunday 23 May as
planned.”

No away fans will be allowed to ease operational
challenges, but the English top-flight clubs are hope-
ful of a return to full stadiums for the start of next
season.

A crowd of 21,000 will see the FA Cup final
between Leicester and Chelsea on May 15.

Wembley is also set to host eight matches at Euro
2020 with at least 25 percent capacity.

There is hope the crowd for the Euro semi-finals
and final could rise to 50 percent capacity at the
90,000 seater home with a further easing of restric-
tions expected across England on June 21.
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Ashleigh Barty will take on
Paula Badosa in the semi-

finals of the Madrid Open after
beating Petra Kvitova 6-1, 3-6,
6-3 on Wednesday.

World No 1 Barty is chas-
ing her fourth singles title of the
year after her triumph in
Stuttgart 10 days ago. 

In the men’s draw, second
seed Daniil Medvedev, return-
ing to the circuit afer testing
positive for Covid-19 in mid-
April, picked up his first win on
clay for two years when he came
back from a set down to beat
Alejandro Davidovich Fokina 4-
6, 6-4, 6-2.

Fifth seed Alexander Zverev
swept past Kei Nishikori in
straight sets 6-3, 6-2.

World number nine Diego
Schwartzman was dumped out
by Aslan Karatsev 2-6, 6-4, 6-1. 
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New Zealand cricketers
involved in the now sus-

pended IPL, including captain
Kane Williamson, are likely to
remain in India at least till May
10 before flying to England for
national duty, their players’
union chief said on
Wednesday.

The remaining players as
well as the support staff in var-
ious IPL teams and commen-
tators could return home by
charter flights arrange by the
franchises, New Zealand
Cricket Players’ Association
head Heath Mills said.

Mills is expecting a revi-
sion in the travel restrictions
for incoming travellers from
India by the British
Government.

Only British nationals

are allowed to travel from
India in the current sce-
nario and they need to
serve out a 10-day quaran-
tine at a Government
approved facility.

“Due to the UK bor-
der restrictions, that
group cannot get
into England until
May 11. It is obvi-
ously challenging
for them to wait
for another few
days (in India),”
Mills told
ESPNcricinfo.

B e s i d e s
Williamson, the
UK-bound group
includes Trent
Boult, Kyle
J a m i e s o n ,
Mitchell Santner,
Chris Donaldson

(trainer), Tommy Simsek
(physio), along with
Lockie Ferguson, Jimmy
Neesham and Finn Allen.

The last three will
feature in the T20 Blast in

the UK starting June
9. Williamson will
also be a part of
The Hundred, to
be played from

July 21.
New Zealand

play England in a
two-match Test series,
beginning on June 2,
before they face India
in the World Test
Championships finals
at Southampton from
June 18.

Those returning
home from India are
Stephen Fleming,
Brendon McCullum,

Kyle Mills, Shane Bond, Mike
Hesson, Tim Seifert, Adam
Milne, Scott Kuggeleijn and
James Pamment.

Mill said a few franchises
are contemplating organising a
charter flight for this group.

“The group going home to
New Zealand is a real chal-
lenge. Might be one or two of
the franchises might put them
on a charter plane, which will
be fantastic,” he said.

“We’ll have that confirmed
in the next 24 hours,” he added.

“But there still might be
players who aren’t part of
those groups and trying to get
them back via commercial
airlines is a real challenge
because there aren’t too many
flights out of India.”

There were 17 New
Zealanders in all involved in
the IPL, including 10 players.
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